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“CINEMATIC ART IN ALL ITS FORMS”: 
NETFLIX AND THE FILM FESTIVAL NETWORK 
ELIZABETH WALTERS 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the complex and dynamic relationship between the 
streaming platform Netflix and the world’s most renowned and prestigious film festivals. 
Film festivals like Cannes and Sundance have often positioned themselves as a 
counterpoint to the dominance of the Hollywood film and television industry and a 
showcase for groundbreaking, independent art cinema (and, increasingly, prestige 
television); Netflix has similarly presented itself as a revolutionary alternative to legacy 
film and television creators and distributors by providing instant, unprecedented access to 
media content to millions of subscribers worldwide. Using an industry studies 
framework, I argue that Netflix’s presence within the film festival network exposes the 
industrial factors that complicate both idealistic discourses. Beneath the existential 
controversies that have enveloped Netflix at these festivals are questions of labor, 
“independence,” and the tension between international showcases like Cannes and the 
local industries that subsidize them. Netflix and many of the top festivals like Sundance, 
Venice or Cannes purport to be an alternative to the more mainstream entertainment 
industry, but they are not wholly discrete from the industrial practices and strategies that 
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Two decades after its launch in 1997 as a DVD-by-mail service, Netflix has 
emerged into a behemoth global “disruptor”1 and an emblem of a film and television 
industry in rapid transition. An amalgam of Silicon Valley and Hollywood, the streaming 
platform’s vast catalogue is programmed by “data driven hunches” that directed Netflix 
to spend an estimated $15 billion in content production and acquisition in 2019, making it 
a controversial and Academy Award-winning film studio, a celebrated producer of 
prestige television, and a creator and aggregator of huge swaths of global originals 
(Spangler 2019). It has been praised as a “visionary company” and simultaneously 
attacked as an existential threat to legacy forms of film and television distribution, and 
even to cinema itself (Roxborough 2015). Its complicated position within the industrial 
ecosystem was perhaps best articulated by the acclaimed actress Helen Mirren. Speaking 
to an audience of movie theater owners who view the platform as a nemesis, Mirren 
exclaimed, “I love Netflix, but fuck Netflix” (Hans 2019). 
Netflix’s brand as an autonomous disruptor is belied by its reliance on legacy 
media organizations and hierarchies. As Crawford (2013) demonstrates, Netflix’s 
business model is dependent upon the content libraries of television and film studios. 
Additionally, the platform must engage with film and television festivals and top industry 
awards like the Oscars or Emmys to anoint its original content as worthy of subscribers’ 
attention. These institutions provide a useful case study through which to evaluate 
                                                        
1 The term “disruptor” is commonly attributed to the business theory of “disruptive innovation” 
(Bower and Christensen 1995). A key tenet of the theory is that not only will “disruptors” influence 
and ultimately replace existing products, practices or services, but that they will do it from outside the 




Netflix’s role within the film and television industry: they are dedicated to celebrating 
narrative and formal innovation while simultaneously commemorating the history and 
cultural impact of film and television as art forms, which perpetuates an industrial 
mythology that venerates those who forged them. The film festival network (to use de 
Elsaesser’s and de Valck’s classification, which will be explored further below) is a 
particularly rich space in which to examine the clash between old and new. As one of the 
oldest venues for the celebration of cinema, film festivals position themselves as arbiters 
of prestige, cultivating critical and cultural legitimacy and serving as the launchpad to the 
awards recognition that Netflix needs for its original content. Festivals, meanwhile, 
cannot ignore the innovative content that Netflix has stepped in to underwrite — in both 
feature and episodic form — as studios increasingly shift their focus and resources to 
blockbusters. As noted Netflix critic Steven Spielberg admitted, “a lot of studios would 
rather just make branded tentpole guaranteed box-office hits from their inventory … than 
take chances on smaller films. And those smaller films that studios used to make 
routinely, are now going to Amazon, Hulu, and Netflix” (Spielberg 2018). The platform’s 
dedication to “smaller films” was not merely cinephilic, but gave Netflix the opportunity 
to cultivate a stable of well-regarded auteurs, boosting its own credibility. With its 
seemingly vast resources and international footprint, Netflix has emerged as both a 
controversial and vital presence within the prestige film festival network. 
This thesis will examine the dynamic and complex relationship between Netflix 
and several of the film festival network’s most prominent events. The first chapter will 




history of Sundance and its role in shaping independent arthouse cinema as a distinct and 
profitable distribution market (Biskind 2004; Perren 2013). Netflix would later use the 
Sundance imprimatur, and the taste culture that it represented, to brand itself in its first 
foray into original content: a small, indie distribution label, Red Envelope Entertainment. 
The chapter will further explore the simultaneous evolution of streaming media, and 
Netflix’s decision first to pivot to prestige television and then to return to Sundance as an 
affluent, global film studio. The second chapter will position Netflix between the 
international film festivals in Cannes and Venice, the two oldest and most prestigious 
film festivals in the circuit. Cannes and Venice are historically intertwined and fiercely 
competitive, and as Netflix expanded into the realm of prestige cinema, it leveraged the 
two festivals’ reputations — and their rivalry — to anoint its offerings from renowned 
auteurs like Alfonso Cuarón, Bong Joon-ho, Noah Baumbach and even Orson Welles. 
Netflix’s presence at these festivals stoked controversy, and Venice and Cannes became 
the primary venues at which Netflix was debated as a threat to the form and the 
institution of cinema itself. This discourse was propagated by the local industries 
threatened by Netflix’s growing international presence, and to whom the festivals 
themselves remain indebted. The final chapter will use Netflix as a case study to examine 
the ways in which television has increasingly encroached upon the sanctified realm of 
prestige film festivals, from the creation of TV sidebars at Berlinale and Sundance, to 
spinoff events like the Tribeca TV Festival, to the screening of series at Cannes and 
Toronto. The chapter will examine the “quality television” discourse that has created a 




Netflix has played in cultivating this discourse through its original episodic content and 
its luring of noted filmmakers to its talent stable. 
As will be explored further below, film festivals have often positioned themselves 
as an “alternative distribution network,” a counterpoint to the industrial dominance of the 
Hollywood film and television industry and a showcase for groundbreaking, independent 
art cinema (Iordanova [2009] 2013). Netflix has similarly presented itself as a 
revolutionary alternative to legacy film and television creators and distributors by 
providing instant, unprecedented access to media content to millions of subscribers 
worldwide. I argue that Netflix’s presence within the film festival network exposes the 
industrial factors that complicate both idealistic discourses. Beneath the existential 
controversies that have enveloped Netflix at these festivals are questions of labor, 
“independence,” and the tension between international showcases like Cannes and the 
local industries that subsidize them. Both Netflix and many of the top festivals like 
Sundance, Venice or Cannes purport to be driven primarily by the art of cinema, but 
neither is discrete from the industries or strategic practices that they claim to subvert.  
The title of this thesis comes from the handbook of the first Festival de Cannes in 
1946, in which the festival declared its mission to champion “cinematic art in all its 
forms” (Festival regulations 1946, qtd. in Ostrowska 2016). As I will demonstrate, this 
optimistic vision was not always realized; Cannes would prove to be the festival most 
antagonistic to Netflix despite the quality of its cinematic offerings, and refused to 
consider television as a form worthy of inclusion until 2017. However, I maintain that the 




symbiotic. Each forces the other to adapt, and each needs the other to thrive. 
 
Netflix as a “Service Brand” 
 
 Netflix, like film festivals themselves, defies easy categorization, largely by its 
own design. Though Netflix launched on the strength of its film offerings — and created 
its Red Envelope Entertainment label first to test its subscribers’ appetite for independent 
films, foreign films and documentaries — the launch of its streaming, on-demand service 
revealed a huge market for television content, leading the service to pivot and reposition 
itself as the “future of television” (Sarandos 2014). Even as Netflix promoted its original 
episodic content, including its flagship prestige series House of Cards (Netflix, 2013–
2018) and Orange is the New Black (Netflix, 2013–2019) in 2013, it quietly cultivated 
original documentary features, releasing a handful of acquisitions that included Academy 
Award nominees The Square (2013) and Virunga (2014) (Kilday 2013; Oseid 2015). By 
2015, Netflix had jumped back into the film market as a producer and distributor of 
original film content, acquiring its first narrative Oscar hopeful, Beasts of No Nation, and 
presaging its eventual Oscar campaigns for original narratives Mudbound (2017), Roma 
(2018), Marriage Story (2019) and The Irishman (2019), for which film festivals would 
serve as a crucial marketing platform. 
 Netflix thus stakes its claim as being a brand synonymous with both film and 
television under a unified banner, rendering its brand elastic within the traditional 
categorizations of legacy media. Its brand is further complicated not merely by the 




profiles within its vast arsenal of licensed and original content. In addition to its prestige 
film and TV series, Netflix has also released popular original thrillers (Bird Box, 2018), 
Hallmark-style Christmas movies (the burgeoning The Christmas Prince franchise, 2017–
2019), extreme sports competition series (Ultimate Beastmaster, 2017–2018), reality 
series (The Circle and Love is Blind, 2020– ) and family-friendly sitcoms (Fuller House, 
2016–2020). As Lotz (2017) argues, this reveals a “conglomerated niche” strategy in 
which the “quality” films and television shows that are most lauded by critics do not 
necessarily reflect the platform’s most popular content, enabling Netflix to appeal to as 
wide a swath of viewers as possible (27).  
 As Johnson (2012) noted, the conception of branding as a television practice, in 
particular, largely emerged with the proliferation of cable channels, which leveraged a 
unique and specific slate of programming to attract viewers and separate themselves from 
competitors. Tryon (2015) argues that HBO’s signature branding strategy — “it’s not 
TV” — was adopted by Netflix in both programming and in promoting its disruption of 
traditional television viewing practices through its on-demand streaming platform. By 
centering its brand on its platform rather than its content, Havens (2018) argues that 
Netflix created a branding strategy unique to film and television: a service brand, 
whereby the platform was best understood for the service it provided to consumers 
primary to its content. However, Havens argued that the content could not be dismissed 
entirely, and had to be reintegrated into Netflix’s marketing campaigns as it expanded 
globally, marrying the service to the content (328–330).  




chief content officer, Ted Sarandos, who said in 2014, “I don’t want our brand to 
influence our programs, and I don’t want our programs to influence our brand. Netflix is 
about personalization” (Sarandos 2014, 144). As Sarandos further notes, this 
personalization is achieved through its almighty algorithms, which “drive our entire 
website — there isn’t an inch of uncalculated editorial space” (144). Sarandos argues that 
the platform’s data drives not only the way that Netflix subscribers engage with content, 
but which content the platform chooses to develop and acquire, as its cost must be 
justified by the data that suggests a receptive audience (137). This unorthodox curatorial 
process is controversial, as it essentially mathematizes taste itself, and can thus codify or 
privilege certain ideas of taste (Alexander 2016). In 2006, Netflix crowdsourced the 
opportunity to improve its recommendation algorithm, enticing engineers with a $1 
million prize to the team that could improve its accuracy; as Hallinan and Striphas (2016) 
note, “in the quest to ‘connect people to the movies they love,’ the Netflix Prize 
connected algorithms to art and, in doing so, intervened in the conceptual foundations of 
culture” (118). Netflix shuttered the prize in 2009, and since then has been largely 
proprietary about the workings of its algorithm, as it is in providing viewership or box 
office for its few theatrical releases, or confirming its budgets for content and licensing 
(Sarandos 2014). As Lotz argues, the curative function of algorithms is a key 
differentiator of streaming portals from traditional television, which relies on linear 
scheduling (2007, 8). Though controversial, Frey (2019) argues that this curation-by-
algorithm may merely serve as “continuations and transpositions of word-of-mouth tips, 




portend, nor as omniscient as the platforms themselves claim (166). 
Netflix must also be considered in terms of its global footprint. By 2015, Netflix 
was active in nearly every worldwide market (Lobato 2019, 2). As Lobato demonstrates 
in Netflix Nations, the platform’s international reach belies the complicated dynamics of 
international media, informed by the tension between local and global, whether 
technologically — allowing for varying levels of infrastructure — or culturally, 
navigating unique markets with different censorship standards, languages, and media 
organizations and industries of their own (Lobato 2019). Netflix has thus invested not 
only in bringing US-based film and television content to an international audience, but in 
commissioning original content in the global markets in which it is active, extending its 
brand of “personalization” to consumers worldwide and setting it on a collision course 
with both international TV networks and the European theatrical distributors who have 
protested its presence at Europe’s most prestigious film festivals. 
Netflix and its streaming counterparts have rapidly emerged as both a new way to 
consume film and television content and a source of premium original content 
encompassing various genres, cultural specifications, and taste profiles. This swift 
transition necessitates what Perren (2013c) describes as a need to reconceptualize the 
study of distribution within the field of media studies. This includes the acknowledgment 
that, as scholars such as Van Esler (2016) have argued, the traditions and stakeholders of 
the media industry are resilient, even as streaming platforms proliferate. As Smits and 
Nikdel (2019) suggest, this facility can be seen through the emergence of the streaming 




content as it moves it online. Netflix embodies all of these contradictions; though a 
“disruptor,” the platform is dependent upon those that it ostensibly disrupts for content to 
license, streaming bandwidth, and movie theaters in which to screen its films to ensure 
their eligibility for industry awards like the Oscars or the Golden Globes (Crawford 
2013). Additionally, Perren cites Lobato’s assertion that the study of distribution must 
incorporate the undercurrents of “alternative” networks (both legally sanctioned and 
otherwise) that circulate media content outside the commercial industrial mechanisms 
(2013c, 168). Among those networks is the “alternative distribution network” of film 
festivals.  
 
The Film Festival Network 
 
An examination of film festivals must begin with the consideration of what 
constitutes a film festival, and how each festival loosely interconnects to create what is 
commonly referred to as the film festival circuit. In the introduction to Film Festivals: 
History, Theory, Method, Practice, de Valck (2016b) emphasizes that film festivals are 
deceptive, both easy to envision in theory while multidimensional in practice. For those 
familiar only with festivals like Cannes, the term film festival conjures imagery of movie 
stars on glamorous red carpets. At a festival like the DC Shorts Film Festival in 
Washington, DC, the VIPs are the filmmakers whose short films rarely receive 
commercial distribution or mainstream recognition, but often serve as a launchpad for 
emerging filmmakers. Though both Cannes and DC Shorts overlap in theory and 




differ vastly in terms of the filmmakers that they serve, the resources at their disposal, 
and the audiences who are invited to engage with the films that they curate. Additionally, 
while both champion the discovery of exciting new cinema and creators, some festivals 
are designed as retrospectives that celebrate the medium’s past. Still others construct 
experiences for their local communities based on shared love of a genre or as a cultural 
celebration. As de Valck notes, “Fixed definitions do little to advance our understanding 
of film festivals. What are needed instead are frames that can be utilized to expose the 
different mechanisms operating within and through festivals, as well as parameters that 
allow us to differentiate between them” (1). To her point, I propose not a definition of 
film festivals but frames through which to conceptualize them that prove especially 
beneficial in considering their relationship with Netflix, and the film and television 
industry broadly. 
First, I draw upon de Valck’s work on festivals as sites in which cultural capital is 
established, exchanged, and cultivated, whether as “art for art’s sake” or to attain 
industrial credibility (de Valck 2016a). In her essay “Fostering art, adding value, 
cultivating taste: film festivals as sites of cultural legitimization” de Valck uses 
Bourdieu’s framework of cultural production to posit that “film festivals can be 
understood as places where filmmakers can acquire symbolic capital,” rather than the 
economic capital (ie, box office receipts and studio compensation) by which 
commercially-distributed cinema is measured (105). As de Valck claims, for many 
independent filmmakers, the prestige associated with the selection by a festival is the 




act as gatekeepers, but as tastemakers,” elevating a certain idea of what constitutes 
prestige cinema even for those films that do hope to translate their appearance at premier 
festivals into economic capital, using them as a marketing platform or a springboard to 
distribution (109). I would argue that this framework reveals why Netflix, even when it 
acts like a major Hollywood studio trying to sell commercial cinema, use film festivals to 
industrially accredit the quality of their original offerings. 
Secondly, I propose that Anderson’s (2006) theory of “imagined communities” is 
a useful framework by which to consider the diverse but complementary groups around 
whom film festivals are composed. Anderson reconceptualizes nationalism as the 
socially-constructed idea of shared identity, a framework that Iordanova (2010) would 
later use to consider film festivals through the lens of diaspora, examining festivals as 
sites in which those with national identities are given space to assemble and re-unify 
around film. However, I argue that this definition can be widened beyond nationality to 
incorporate the variety of imagined communities that interact at film festivals: industrial 
actors; critics and press; local communities; and those converging around shared identity 
markers of gender, sexuality, race and ethnicity, or nationality, or a shared love for a 
certain genre. Each festival’s makeup is different, a unique blend of participants that it 
envisions and targets accordingly. Anderson’s framework intersects with the work of 
Dayan ([2000] 2013), whose examination of the social construction of the Sundance Film 
Festival revealed it to be a site comprised of “collective performances,” each group 
playing a specific and defined role within the festival (47). 




two distinct types: “business” festivals, or those festivals designed primarily for those in 
the business of financing, producing, distributing and/or exhibiting media content; and 
“audience” festivals that cater to a specific community based upon geography and/or 
identity. Though these audiences often intermingle — most business festivals could not 
operate without the economic support of the citizens in their host cities, for example 
— the intentionality of the festival (and its imagined community of participants) is 
significant, as it shapes how the festival is created, what it curates and prioritizes, and 
how it is positioned both culturally and within the film festival network. This thesis will 
primarily examine business festivals; Sundance, Cannes and Venice serve as hubs and 
marketplaces for producers and distributors, underscoring their indebtedness to global 
and local industries. As I will explain further, this emphasis largely reflects Netflix’s own 
festival strategy, as the platform has prioritized business festivals over the thousands of 
smaller, regional audience festivals that vastly outnumber their better-known (and better-
funded) counterparts.  
 Next, we must consider the “film festival circuit” in which these sites are 
interconnected even as they operate independently. Though the “circuit” is the most 
universally accepted metaphor, as Loist (2016) argues, it is an imperfect one that tends to 
overlook the reality of thousands of discrete worldwide film festivals by suggesting that 
they are all part of a system of centralized yet equally-distributed flows of energy and 
resources. As she notes, the sheer volume of film festivals, many outside the radar of 
industry professionals, results in a conceptualization of the “circuit” as its most well-




personal and variable idea based upon the handful of festivals that industry members 
themselves visit; both ideas reinforce existing hierarchies and hegemony (49). Loist cites 
proposed alternatives, from Elsaesser’s “network” to Nornes’ “short circuit” to Neves 
“archipelago” to Frodon’s “cinema planet” (Loist 2016). 
Similarly, I prefer the framework suggested by Elsaesser ([2005] 2013), who 
posits that “the international film festival must be seen as a network (with nodes, flows 
and exchanges)” (71) and, even further, as a network that is “highly porous and 
perforated”: “There is movement and contact between regional international [festivals], 
between specialized/themed ones and open-entry ones; the European festivals 
communicate with North American festivals, as well as Asian and Australian ones” (74). 
Similarly, de Valck (2007) uses the term “network” and proposes a consideration of the 
festival network through the lens of Latour’s “actor-network” theory, which “allows for a 
non-hierarchical study of the various agendas that are pursued, acted out, and undermined 
by film festival events” (30). Though no metaphor can perfectly encapsulate the vast and 
diverse array of film festivals, I believe Elsaesser and de Valck’s conceptualization of a 
“network” to be the most useful and inclusive of the diverse spectrum of festivals. 
The idea of film festivals as networked, even if unofficially, further feeds into 
another critical theory: that film festivals represent, as Iordanova (2009) suggests, an 
“alternative distribution network” (23). As de Valck (2007) argues, and as will be 
explored further in the second chapter, the earliest and most prestigious film festivals 
— Venice and Cannes — were formed to counteract the hegemony of commercial 




spaces that discovered new auteurs and celebrated cinema as a vivid art form. Iordanova 
writes that film festivals today “are talked up as an alternative distribution network that 
opens doors to ‘real’ distribution” (2009, 109), though notably, the majority of the 
thousands of smaller festivals that comprise the festival network do not have an affiliated 
industrial marketplace. For many independent filmmakers, the festival network serves as 
their only de facto theatrical release (Iordanova 2009). 
Both de Valck and Iordanova argue that this “alternative’ network, while an outlet 
for films with few other viable commercial distribution opportunities to reach an 
audience, also serves to “trap” films in a self-perpetuating cycle in which cultural capital 
is all that filmmakers can hope to generate. De Valck writes that “on the one hand, film 
festivals provide global exhibition opportunities and exposure for many wonderful films 
that would probably fail to find an audience otherwise. On the other hand, they have not 
resulted in the creation of stable, financially-independent industries for such films, and 
have, arguably, even prohibited initiatives for economic independence” (de Valck [2007] 
2013, 97). As Iordanova claims, this can make the festival “circuit” more akin to a 
“treadmill” (2009, 120).  
This cycle is perpetuated by the festival network’s own inflexible castes and 
practices. For example, Wong (2011) suggests that festivals remain deeply entrenched in 
their celebration of auteurs; as festivals consider themselves vital spaces for the discovery 
of international artists, the annunciation of auteurs at festivals through their selection and 
the bestowal of awards becomes a near-sacred practice. Further, these auteurs receive 




auteurs who arise to replace them; as examples, Wong examines the festival network’s 
recognition of the Italian auteur Antonioni and his impact on the Iranian auteur 
Kiarostami, whose own films became canonical among the top festivals within the 
network (100–128). Additionally, Falicov (2016) suggests that the taste profiles of 
festivals prize more aesthetically and narratively experimental work than is normally seen 
in Hollywood filmmaking, forging the idea of the festival film, a style engineered for the 
network and often supported by the funding mechanisms of festivals like Rotterdam. 
 Ultimately, as Wong argues, film festivals “are places of knowledge, where film 
knowledge is produced, shared, debated and canonized” in a way that characterizes them 
as “public spheres” (2011, 226). Film festivals were created to challenge Hollywood 
hegemony, but as Wong states, they are, paradoxically, exclusive spaces at which 
“difficult” stories or those of marginalized communities are given a forum, often in 
entirely separate realms than the home regions or countries in which they originate (164-
167). This echoes the argument of Nichols (1994), who suggested that film festivals 
rearticulate ideas of national cinemas based upon the films selected to circulate through 
the network, and reinforce the role of festivals as both tastemakers and as vital purveyors 
of cultural products. This mission — to create a communal space for artistic discovery, 
debate and occasionally activism, and to cultivate a shared appreciation of film as an 
artistic form and as a vehicle for a shared experience — is arguably the one unifying 






Netflix and “Audience Film Festivals” 
 
 The film festival network is loosely comprised of thousands of film festivals 
worldwide. The hierarchies both within the festival network and the entertainment 
industry, and the concomitant press coverage that elevates certain festivals into the public 
consciousness, establishes its highest-profile sites like Sundance and Cannes as emblems 
of the festival network itself, even though they are its most exclusive sites. This 
canonization of certain elite festivals is reflected even within the industrial discourse that 
promotes festivals to independent filmmakers: the website FilmFreeway, a submission 
portal for independent filmmakers to festivals worldwide, lists a “who’s who” of festival 
partners on its homepage, inviting filmmakers to apply through FilmFreeway to famous 
spots like Sundance, Toronto, Tribeca and Slamdance, alongside the Student Academy 
Awards and a fellowship program from HBO (see Figure 1) (FilmFreeway, n.d.). Beyond 
the glossy homepage, FilmFreeway’s search engine lets filmmakers view possible 
festivals by “Gold” or “Academy Award Qualifying” status, reviews, longevity, genre, 
region and deadline; unfiltered, it lists over 9,000 festivals open to submission 
(FilmFreeway, n.d.). Similarly, filmmaker Michael Forstein compiled an online Film 
Festival Database of US-based film festivals as a resource for both filmmakers and 
festival organizers, cross-referenced in partnership with FilmFreeway, the Film Festival 
Alliance (a trade organization for film festivals), and the independent crowdfunding 
platform Seed & Spark (Forstein 2020). In April of 2020, the Film Festival Database 
listed just over 1,000 US-based film festivals, tagged by genre and niche designations and 




annual film festivals, including the Boston International Kids Film Festival, Wicked 
Queer: The Boston LGBT Festival, Boston Short Film Festival, Boston Comedy Festival, 
and festivals devoted to Turkish, Irish, Asian-American, Jewish and Latino cinema 
(Forstein 2020). 
	
Figure 1: The homepage of FilmFreeway, accessed on December 15, 2019. 
 These festivals, like the vast majority of the network, represent what Peranson 
(2009) defines as “audience festivals,” characterized by a relative financial precarity in 
relation to the “business” festivals — small (if any) staff, fewer corporate sponsors, and 
dependence upon ticket revenue for survival — as well as less reliance on high-profile 
premieres and press coverage, and a prioritization of the audience (rather than buyers or 
sales agents) in their programming lineups (27–28). Through their unofficial 
interconnection, audience festivals create buzz for certain films and filmmakers, and 




are vital to the film festival network — and they are largely absent from this thesis, 
primarily because Netflix has focused the bulk of its attention on the “business festivals” 
that attract press and critical attention, and generate industrial credibility. The primary 
role of audience festivals is to cultivate a local audience for the work of (largely) 
independent filmmakers, and to curate films and create a shared experience for that local 
audience. Netflix’s interaction with the festival network indicates that it prioritizes the 
industrial legitimacy and marketing boost it can achieve by circulating its films through 
the network’s best-known sites, and with nearly 170 million worldwide subscribers as of 
early 2020, it has little need to court audiences, and trusts its algorithm to do the work of 
curation (Snider 2020). Simply put, the labor and resources required to send content to 
these festivals likely does not warrant the specific, localized value they provide in terms 
of subscribers and brand awareness. 
 However, this belies the significant impact that Netflix has on these festivals, 
even if obliquely. Independent arthouse theaters are increasingly imperiled by the 
dwindling arthouse commercial market, which impacts the local film festivals that rely on 
these venues for screenings (Lang and Donnelly 2019). Additionally, Netflix profoundly 
disrupts the “alternative distribution network” that the festival network provides for 
independent films through its signature strategy of a worldwide streaming release. As 
Chicago Critics Film Festival producer Brian Tallerico observed in 2017, an independent 
film that premiered at Sundance in January or SXSW in March could previously have 
expected to wend its way through the regional festival circuit throughout the spring, 




streaming or DVD (or, ideally, theatrical) release; but as Netflix began to acquire these 
films, it dropped them onto its platform within a month of the festival, removing them 
from the festival network and shrinking the number of films available to the smaller fests 
that relied upon Sundance or SXSW to set their own lineups (Covill 2017). Many indie 
filmmakers have celebrated the platform as a place where their films can be discovered 
by new audiences; mumblecore filmmaker Joe Swanberg observed that Netflix allowed 
his work to find a much wider international audience online than through a festival run, 
reaching viewers in places where he suspected his films would be well-received but no 
theatrical distributor would take the risk (Fennessey 2017). But others have argued that 
these platforms’ algorithms bury indie work, dumping it into a vast sea of content 
beneath the higher-profile content it favors (Newman 2017). Additionally, Netflix’s 
competitor Amazon has been accused of quietly removing independent films that it 
deemed too sparsely-viewed to justify their spots on the platform — without notifying the 
filmmakers who had agreed to place them there (Jarvey 2019).  
 I do not wish to suggest that Netflix has no affiliation with audience festivals, or 
those without the cachet of Sundance and Cannes. By and large, documentary films are 
still most likely to receive theatrical exhibition only through a festival run, and Netflix 
disseminates its documentaries widely to regional and/or documentary festivals like the 
True/False Film Festival in Columbia, Missouri (Kaufman 2018; True/False Film 
Festival, n.d.). Netflix has also forged partnerships to support film funds and the 
discovery of filmmakers at Inside Out, Canada’s largest LGBTQ Festival and Hot Docs, 




have a significant industrial presence and are among the most influential festivals in the 
concentric networks that make up the film festival network; Hot Docs serves as a premier 
annual showcase for top documentaries en route to the documentary and regional festival 
network, while Inside Out is one of the best-known platforms for the queer cinema that 
will then filter down to smaller LGBTQ and regional festivals.  
 Ultimately, I wish to underscore that though these regional festivals are largely 
absent from this thesis, they serve a critical function to their communities, the circulation 
of independent film, the celebration of media artistry, and to the film festival network at 
large. I examine Netflix’s relationship with the highest-profile festivals like Sundance, 
Cannes and Venice not because they are the only festivals that matter, but because they 
are the sites at which Netflix has primarily waged its ongoing battle for industrial 
legitimacy and, ultimately, subscribers. Its success or failure will have profound 
implications not only for these elite festivals, but for the thousands of festivals worldwide 
that serve as the lifeblood of the film festival network.  
Netflix and film festivals are similarly multi-dimensional, and no single project 
could hope to encompass the vast intricacies of each. Both are strategic and pragmatic in 
their engagement with one another, if united by a sincere desire to foster innovative and 
extraordinary cinema and television. By examining their intersection, I hope to 
underscore the ways in which Netflix and festivals are deeply rooted in industrial 
interests, often belying the discourses that they cultivate about each other and themselves. 
I will begin by exploring Netflix’s rise in relation to the festival that launches the annual 
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 In January of 2007, Netflix CEO Reed Hastings and his staff made their annual 
pilgrimage to the Sundance Film Festival in Park City, Utah. As Gina Keating (2013) 
details in Netflixed, Hastings had brought the entire Netflix team to Sundance since the 
company’s inception, and Netflix threw a famous bash each year, attracting the festival’s 
signature blend of celebrities, indie filmmakers and industry power players (198). On the 
verge of launching their streaming service, “Sundance was the top marketing event of the 
year for Netflix…Hastings went all out to get the Netflix logo seen by the right people in 
the movie industry — studio chiefs and filmmakers whose power to grant streaming 
rights would be crucial to fulfilling the company’s appeal as the place to go online for 
movies” (199). Nearly a decade old, Netflix’s planned streaming service was an 
innovation intended to further chip away at rival Blockbuster, whose new Total Access 
program mimicked Netflix’s DVD-by-mail rental service as a sweetener to patrons of its 
brick-and-mortar stores. Seizing upon the rare occasion in which both company’s 
executive teams were in the same place, Hastings conducted a secret meeting with 
Blockbuster CEO John Antioco at which he proposed to buy Blockbuster’s online 
subscribers. Antioco, who had 7 years earlier turned down a $50 million offer to purchase 
Netflix, again refused Hastings’ offer (67, 201).    
 That both Netflix and Blockbuster maintained an outsized presence at Sundance 
speaks to its role as a key industrial site not merely to acquire films, but to see and be 




film festival, an emblem of an offbeat, chic independent film culture even as it faced 
criticism for its own corporatization and cozy relationship with the Hollywood ecosystem 
it was designed to subvert. Netflix used the Sundance marketplace and its indie 
imprimatur in service of its own brand as a disruptor, appealing to a young, tech-savvy 
subscriber base that intersected with what Newman (2011) describes as an “indie culture” 
that emerged out of the “Sundance-Miramax era” of the 1990s and 2000s (1). As 
Newman claims, “Indie culture is comparatively urbane, sophisticated, and ‘creative 
class,’ and it uses cinema as a means of perpetuating its place in a social and cultural 
hierarchy” (15). Sundance became the site by which this capital was primarily bestowed, 
positioning itself as the representative of an “alternative American cinema” (83); its 
reputation was at its apex by the time Netflix first appeared on its scene as a scrappy 
startup hunting for cheap indies to buy, then as a deep-pocketed film studio and purveyor 
of prestige television, its nemesis Blockbuster long since conquered. 
 In this chapter, I examine Netflix’s relationship with the Sundance Film Festival, 
and particularly the conceptions of quality and independence that it had forged and come 
to represent. I argue that Netflix leveraged Sundance’s brand, and the indie film culture 
that it fueled, as the burgeoning platform sought to similarly position itself as a visionary 
alternative to the commercial film and television industry. First, I offer a history of the 
Sundance Film Festival and its role within both the film and television industries and the 
festival network, while also exploring its crucial function in the emergence of 
indie/arthouse films as a commercial market (and, as Newman argues, a distinct 




space for branding and a market as it developed its own original content. This affiliation 
would prove critical as Netflix jumped first into the world of independent film before 
abruptly shuttering its distribution shingle, Red Envelope Entertainment, and pivoting to 
prestige television. Additionally, I explore Sundance’s own expansion during this era, as 
its now-established reputation allowed it to experiment with streaming content and 
launch ancillary branded services like the Sundance Channel, which reinforced its own 
growing industrial footprint and the expanding boundaries of the indie film culture to 
which Netflix was trying to appeal. Finally, I discuss Netflix’s return to Sundance as an 
established and powerful studio fending off competition from fellow streamers and indie 
studio labels, and the rising impact of streaming distribution on the Sundance ecosystem.  
 
The Sundance Film Festival and the Rise of Indie Film Culture 
The Sundance Film Festival has arguably grown to become the most famous and 
influential American film festival, a hub of American independent film and incubator for 
fresh directing talent. Founded in 1978 in Salt Lake City as the Utah/U.S. Film Festival, 
the festival sought to showcase American cinema both by spotlighting new independent 
fare and curating retrospectives of studio classics to, as co-founder Lory Smith (1999) 
described, “celebrate and enliven the experience of going to the movies in America” (16). 
As Newman states, this filled a gap within the film festival network at the time, as no 
major festival, U.S.-based or otherwise, emphasized American cinema (2011, 65). 
Additionally, the founders sought to establish a pipeline between regional independent 




to the commercial film industry was constructed with typical American bluntness, as 
opposed to the more oblique affiliation cultivated by Cannes, which emphasized auteur-
driven art cinema antithetical to Hollywood formulae and held its commercial film 
market under a separate banner than the festival’s official selections (Ostrowska 2016, 
22). As the next chapter will show, Cannes’s connection to the local and global film and 
television industries is more complex than this image suggests. 
The festival’s incorporation into Robert Redford’s Sundance Institute would 
solidify its relationship to Hollywood. As Biskind (2004) describes in Down and Dirty 
Pictures: Miramax, Sundance, and the Rise of Independent Film, the Sundance Institute 
was established in 1979 as a reaction to the rise of studio blockbusters, ostensibly at the 
expense of the gritty, auteur-driven studio fare that had dominated earlier in the decade; 
the Institute was designed to incubate a new generation of American filmmakers in the 
vein of Altman and Scorsese, as well as to promote a more diverse crop of talent (9–10). 
Initially uninterested in a festival, Redford agreed to rescue the flagging event in 1985, 
when it was officially rebranded as the Sundance Film Festival (Smith 1999, 5). As 
Biskind notes, in its first few years, Sundance struggled to shake the previous festival’s 
meandering, “regional Americana” reputation and curate innovative films worth the 
attention of the increasingly meager crop of independent distributors: “Few of the films 
that played the festival got distributed; even fewer scripts that went through the labs got 
produced, and when by some fluke one did, it was hardly likely to set the world on fire. 
No agents showed up, few publicists, and fewer press. There was no reason to; the films, 




Sundance, and began to construct its mythology, was Steven Soderbergh’s sex, lies, and 
videotape (1989). As Newman argues, the film’s impact at the 1989 festival was so 
momentous that it effectively launched the Sundance-Miramax Era and a broader indie 
film culture (2011, 1–2). The film’s commercial influence, which will be examined more 
shortly, also boosted the profile of film festivals as powerful industry actors; as Perren 
(2013a) argues, “With the screening of [sex, lies, and videotape] at Sundance in January 
1989, festivals became increasingly important as industry gathering spots and marketing 
sites” (17). 
 Sundance played a curious role within the constellation of global film festivals, 
purposefully maintaining its own independence from the established network of prestige 
film festivals as its stature grew by forgoing FIAPF certification and the “A-list” 
endorsement it bestowed to Cannes, Venice and Berlin. Based in Belgium, FIAPF 
(International Federation of Film Producers Associations) was a coalition of film and 
television producers that had appointed itself to regulate the growing film festival 
industry in the 1950s, officially endorsing festivals that “implement quality and reliability 
standards that meet industry expectations” (FIAPF, n.d.).  Quoted in a 2003 Variety 
article about FIAPF’s opaque accreditation process, then-Sundance director Geoffrey 
Gilmore claimed to have refused an offer to participate, noting, “It hasn’t hurt 
Sundance…In my view, (FIAPF) is about protecting the needs of the producers, and this 
is an agenda that was set many years ago and might have worked in the world of film 
festivals decades ago” (Gaydos and Elley 2003). Though Sundance maintains an official 




places it at the forefront of the festival calendar, allowing Sundance to remain 
independent from its fellow festivals while exerting its influence over them and boosting 
its own press coverage. In addition to its buzzy film sales, Sundance regularly debuts 
American indies that might reappear at Cannes in the spring, Venice in late summer or 
Toronto or Telluride in the fall as Oscar contenders. sex, lies, and videotape not only 
topped Sundance but won a surprise Palm d’Or at Cannes in 1989 (Biskind 2004, 77–79). 
Another discovery from the Sundance-Miramax Era, Quentin Tarantino, screened his 
Sundance Grand Jury Prize-winning debut Reservoir Dogs out of competition at Cannes 
in 1992, returning to win the Palm d’Or in 1994 with his follow-up, Pulp Fiction 
(Higgins 2019). 
 In his essay “Looking for Sundance,” Dayan analyzed the 2000 Sundance Film 
Festival as a series of “individual performances,” each combining into the “collective 
performance” of the festival itself (Dayan [2000] 2013, 47). “The unity of the festival 
was a fragile equilibrium, an encounter between competing definitions; a moment of 
unison between various solo performances,” the “solos” constituted by filmmakers, 
jurors, distributors, and even the citizens of Park City (47). As Dayan observed, one oft-
forgotten group of performers was the writers who both engaged with the films critically 
and shared dispatches from the festival and its unique atmosphere. Each performer was 
crucial to the festival itself, but the accounts of the journalists and critics would outlive its 
short duration and contribute to the circulation of the texts, the “transfiguration” of the 
filmmakers like Soderbergh and Tarantino, and the construction of the broader narrative 




 This narrative fueled the rise of an indie film culture that Newman describes as 
inclusive of “texts, institutions and audiences,” with Sundance as its fulcrum (2011, 11). 
Film festivals constitute a core institution for the distribution (and occasionally, through 
film funds and marketplaces, the production) of cinema created independently, outside of 
the usual commercial mechanisms like Hollywood film studios. But the indie film culture 
that Newman describes is more nuanced and reliant on industrial factors that complicate 
the films’ “independence.” Sundance became the key curator and showcase for American 
films with an offbeat and distinctive sensibility that marked them as produced outside the 
rigid studio blueprints, if relatively consistent in their aesthetic and narrative 
characteristics (13). But the films still needed their own dedicated commercial market, 
including the rich home video market, to disseminate and cultivate an audience for them, 
an audience that engaged with the texts (and each other) as representative of a shared and 
elite taste culture. Sundance became the place at which distributors plucked these films to 
capitalize upon that burgeoning audience, and the films’ quirky-yet-recognizable style 
marked them as commercially viable and legible to the emerging indie culture. 
 The distributor that best defined this practice was Miramax. As Perren (2013a) 
describes in Indie, Inc.: Miramax and the Transformation of Hollywood in the 1990s, 
Miramax was founded in 1979 by brothers Bob and Harvey Weinstein, who developed a 
knack for creative marketing and shrewd dealmaking for the overseas and ancillary 
distribution rights for their shoestring acquisitions. While Miramax spent much of the 
1980s lagging behind its competitors, Perren claims that “what the Weinsteins recognized 




combination of exploitation marketing tactics and an emphasis on quality and difference” 
(23). Miramax quietly perfected that formula as larger indie labels like Cinecom and 
Vestron began to shift away from acquisitions and produce in-house, overextending their 
resources and leading to their eventual closure (24). Their decline presaged Miramax’s 
own in the late 1990s and early 2000s, as it pivoted from acquisitions to producing 
bloated prestige fare (Biskind 2004).  
 The Weinstein brothers landed sex, lies, and videotape at the 1989 Sundance Film 
Festival on the strength not just of their high bid but the marketing plan they presented to 
Soderbergh, and they promptly used the film’s prizes at Sundance and, eventually, 
Cannes to target art house audiences while deploying their savvy marketing practices 
(and the film’s provocative title) (Perren 2013a, 32). The film went on to earn Soderbergh 
an Oscar nomination for Best Original Screenplay, establishing both Miramax as a 
splashy and creative new purveyor of what Perren characterizes as “quality independent” 
fare and Sundance as its launchpad (32). Miramax and Sundance would form the 
symbiotic core of this emerging indie culture, propelling films like Reservoir Dogs 
(1992) and Clerks (1994) and their directors, Quentin Tarantino and Kevin Smith, into 
the lexicon. Additionally, as Smith inferred, the acquisition of Clerks — a crude 
microbudget comedy — allowed Miramax to maintain its credibility and prove its 
autonomy despite the label’s recent acquisition by Disney (Biskind 2004, 164). 
 Perren describes the 1996 Sundance Film Festival as the moment that it had 
“arrived” as a powerful industrial nexus for buyers and filmmakers, exploding in 




festival, and the burgeoning indie film culture that it fueled, only underscored the 
perceived dichotomy that had long existed between festivals as sites of quality, artistic 
fare, and Hollywood as a factory for mass-produced, commercial products. However, as 
Perren further argues, this perception belied the fact that many of the studio labels at 
Sundance were the specialty subdivisions of major studios, including the now Disney-
owned Miramax (145–6). The commercial indie market was thus not discrete from the 
Hollywood studio system, but intertwined with it. 
Additionally, 1996 marked the year that Sundance launched the Sundance 
Channel as a cable television platform for independent films. The channel followed on 
the heels of another cable outlet, the Independent Film Channel (IFC), which premiered 
in 1994.2 Perren argues that the launch of the two channels showed the increasing power 
and visibility of the indie film culture, particularly as a viable demographic for television, 
but also a problematic coalescence: 
Certainly these new outlets were a boon to the indie film business, as they 
provided another distribution outlet and an additional revenue stream for select 
specialty films. But as these outlets typically pursued the most high-profile 
product in order to be attractive to multiple system operators, they benefited only 
a limited number of filmmakers and companies. Since these new cable outlets 
were trying to cultivate brand identities in an increasingly crowded media 
landscape, they pursued well-known films that conformed to particular discourses 
of independence. The films selected were generally those that fit with the 
channels’ desire to attract the much sought-after demographic of upscale urban 
professionals. From the perspective of these new cable program services, as well 
as many video stores and media publications, indie films were being 
conceptualized as one coherent and identifiable body of films. Some went so far 
as to call them a genre. (2013a, 151) 
 
                                                        
2 The Sundance Channel would later be acquired by IFC’s parent company, Rainbow Media Holdings, 




This new genre — and Sundance’s outsized influence and brand association with 
it — prompted a bubbling dissatisfaction with the festival and the commercialized indie 
film culture that had emerged from it. Among the critiques levied were that the festival 
and indie labels like Miramax merely perpetuated a certain type of palatable, formulaic 
independent film rather than truly groundbreaking work (a charge often leveled against 
the film festival network, more generally3); that Sundance was growing too large and too 
corporate; and that the festival’s identity as a champion of obscure filmmakers and no-
budget films was now more myth than reality. The last claim, in particular, can be 
empirically verified: as submissions to the festival skyrocketed, many of the festival’s 
“unknown” filmmakers, including Quentin Tarantino, emerged from Sundance’s own 
incubator labs, and several of the films were on the industry’s radar long enough to score 
distribution before the festival, though the deals were announced during it to capitalize 
upon the press coverage and cultivate the broader narrative of discovery (Biskind 2004, 
116; Perren 2013a, 148). Some of the filmmakers who had helped to forge the Sundance 
mythology were among its critics: Soderbergh expressed concern nearly immediately that 
the festival had become “more of a film market than a film festival,” and Kevin Smith 
grew so disillusioned with the indie distribution market that he held a pseudo-auction at 
the 2011 festival for his film Red State, awarding the rights to himself for $20 (Perren 
2013a, 37; Breznican 2011). Increasingly, Sundance seemed like an invitation-only party 
                                                        
3 One example is Richard Porton’s “On Cinephilia,” printed in his edited collection Dekalog 03: On 
Film Festivals. Porton criticizes several festivals, including Sundance, for favoring commercialism 
over cinephilia in both their programming practices and by scheduling mainstream indies in prime 




for the industry’s power brokers, its films overshadowed by the influx of celebrities and 
press.   
Additionally, over the next decade, the market for “quality independents” became 
glutted and distributors like Miramax waded into producing, sinking big money into fare 
like Cold Mountain and Gangs of New York, films that leveraged Miramax’s prestige 
brand (and often won Oscars) but were neither low-budget nor independent. The label 
was also accused of “buying up everything, testing and then only supporting those that 
did well,” dominating marketplaces like Sundance only to bury their acquisitions (Perren 
2013a, 211). As Perren argues, by 2005 the indie movement had clearly crested, with 
many studios refocusing on blockbusters and closing or cutting back on their indie 
divisions; that same year, the Weinstein brothers left Miramax to launch a new indie 
label, The Weinstein Company (TWC) (Perren 2013b, 115). Although the commercial 
influence of the Sundance-Miramax era was fading — a decline of the indie distribution 
market primarily felt by the filmmakers — Sundance remained a premiere spot for 
American independent film and continued to grow, adding programming sidebars and 
annually shattering attendance records (Sundance Film Festival, n.d.). Sundance also 
continued to curate films that would underscore its relevance, including the hit Little Miss 
Sunshine, which premiered at the 2006 festival and was sold to Fox Searchlight for a 
then-record $10.5 million. The quirky comedy became a box office hit and a Best Picture 
Award nominee (Sharf 2016). But Sundance also subtly acknowledged that its reputation 
as a privileged industry party had overwhelmed its original mission, debuting a new 




itself: “Focus on Film” (IndieWire 2007).  
 
The “FedEx” of Independent Film 
 Little Miss Sunshine was so emblematic of the Sundance phenomenon that Netflix 
made it the theme of its 2007 Sundance bash, though the company had no direct 
relationship to the film (Keating 2013, 199). Netflix’s annual Sundance party was one of 
the festival’s most popular social events, underscoring how deeply Netflix was 
embedding itself within the indie culture that Sundance represented. By January of 2007, 
Netflix was both established and evolving, still fighting for survival against the brick-
and-mortar video rental chains. The company boasted six million subscribers across the 
United States for its tiered DVD rental plans, using strategically-placed distribution 
centers to provide near-instant delivery by mail (Helft 2007). The Netflix team, headed 
by co-founder and CEO Hastings, benefited from both luck and foresight. Netflix 
launched in 1998 just before the burst of the dot-com bubble, allowing Hastings to raise 
the capital funds before the market for internet startups evaporated (Keating 2013, 25). 
Netflix also cornered the DVD rental market before the format became ubiquitous, 
growing its subscriber base through partnerships with electronic manufacturers that 
offered trial plans with the purchase of DVD players (49). As Netflix stockpiled a huge 
library of DVDs, competitors like Blockbuster and Hollywood Video lagged in making 
the costly switch from VHS, allowing Netflix to tout its uniquely robust rental catalogue 
(58).  




that prioritized efficiency and innovation, Netflix grew on the strength of “early 
adopters.” As late as 2001, the company found that its subscriber base was still 
overwhelmingly affluent, tech-savvy and male (Keating 2013, 69). Demographically, its 
subscribership dovetailed with the emerging indie film culture of the era, which as Perren 
maintains, appealed overwhelmingly to the “distinct taste culture” (to use Polan’s term) 
of young men through films “characterized by intertextuality and self-reflexivity as well 
as a high degree of stylization,” and defined by directors like Tarantino, Smith and 
Robert Rodriguez (2013a, 98–99). Additionally, Newman describes the indie film culture 
as invested in “politically progressive and even counter-hegemonic” offerings, noting that 
“in some cases we might also see indie cinema as a vanguard subculture, offering its 
youthful community a sense of insider knowledge and membership through its critical 
stance toward the dominant culture” (2011, 2–3). Netflix capitalized upon this sensibility 
of its demonstrated audience, positioning itself as the hip, indie alternative to the 
mainstream behemoth, Blockbuster, and its subscribers as an exclusive, discerning cadre 
of movie-lovers. As part of that strategy, Netflix’s marketing and PR team made the 
brand omnipresent at sites like Sundance and the Independent Spirit Awards, which were 
at the forefront of this indie culture (Keating 2013, 179). 
 Netflix also began to experiment with original content and, unsurprisingly it 
turned first to independent films that were both cost-effective and would reinforce the 
brand’s own indie credibility. As Keating remarks, “By positioning itself in the 
burgeoning independent film movement, Netflix built cachet that was good for its image 




community” (2013, 172). The company’s Chief Content Officer, Ted Sarandos, was hired 
in 2000 to build the company’s content library. As Erin Biba described in the Wired 
article “Netflix Presents,” Sarandos lobbied Hastings for an original content budget in 
2002 and received $100,000. He then discovered his first Netflix original, the comedy 
Nice Guys Sleep Alone, at the US Comedy Arts Festival. The film had exhausted its 
festival run, which for many independent films provides a film’s only distribution — an 
informal and unsubsidized one at that. But the film’s director, Stu Pollard, credited its 
Netflix partnership with discovering an audience for the film and proving its 
marketability, leading to a TV deal with HBO (Biba 2006). The acquisition exemplified 
Netflix’s early strategy for venturing into original content. The company targeted 
arthouse, festival fare — documentaries, foreign films, and low-budget dramas and 
comedies — and served as the branded DVD distributor via its rental service, often in 
conjunction with an arthouse theatrical distributor like Magnolia Pictures for higher-
profile projects. In 2006, Netflix officially branded its original content division as Red 
Envelope Entertainment, landing four films for its Red Envelope label at the 2006 
Sundance Film Festival (Biba 2006).  
 Netflix also positioned Red Envelope as filling a Miramax-sized gap in the indie 
marketplace; Wired even remarked that Netflix’s strategy “calls to mind early Miramax” 
(Biba 2006). Just as Miramax had discovered Soderbergh and Tarantino, Netflix touted 
its discovery of the Duplass brothers, whose microbudget 2005 Sundance feature The 
Puffy Chair was given a platform through Red Envelope after a year bouncing around 




Puffy Chair to receive theatrical distribution (through a partnership with Roadside 
Attractions), though as Netflix VP of Content Bahman Naraghi — a Miramax alumnus 
— claimed, Netflix’s ultimate goal was to “create the level of awareness” that would 
drive Netflix subscribers to rent the film on DVD. The company was less interested in the 
traditional practice of using theatrical box office as its primary metric of a film’s success 
or audience engagement (Greene 2007). Additionally, Sarandos was presented not just as 
a corporate executive but as an avid cinephile, as the Weinstein brothers had been two 
decades before. Hastings categorized Sarandos’s programming strategy as “as much 
about giving back to the film community as it is about growing the Netflix content base,” 
though Sarandos maintained “we’re not ‘supporting the arts.’ This is a market-based 
solution using technology” (Hastings and Sarandos qtd. in Biba 2006). 
 The “technology” that Netflix touted was its algorithmic approach to curation and 
recommendation. The company had launched its patented recommendation engine, 
Cinematch, in 2000; just as Netflix sought to replace video stores with an efficient home 
delivery service, Cinematch would replace the video stores’ cinephile employees with a 
knack for knowing what movies their customers might like (Keating 2013, 183). More 
broadly, the data collected by the algorithm suggested that Netflix could easily identify 
and target the potential audience for each film, a boon to independent filmmakers who 
needed a way to convince distributors of their films’ commercial viability. As Sarandos 
stated in 2007, “There is an audience for every film. It’s just that audiences are different 
sizes, and the trick for us is to craft a business model that makes sense for the size of the 




physical imitations of theatrical distribution for independent films, and most people 
watch most movies on DVD” (Wolf 2007). Sarandos went on to cite the Sundance 
selection Sherrybaby (2006) as an acquisition boosted by Netflix’s customer data that 
indicated a “big following” for star Maggie Gyllenhaal, noting “we took a film that 
would have otherwise been overlooked at Sundance last year and pitched it out into the 
culture” (Wolf 2007). Additionally, the company’s home delivery promised access to 
interested viewers in areas without arthouse cinemas or major film festivals, suggesting a 
new democratization of independent film.  
 By 2007, Netflix was deeply entrenched within the indie film marketplace. Within 
five years, Sarandos’s acquisition budget had grown from its initial $100,000 to $100 
million (Biba 2006). Evan Shapiro, the general manager of IFC and a Red Envelope 
partner, claimed, “They buy and move more independent film than anybody else on the 
planet. They’re the Google of DVD. They are FedEx” (Biba 2006). With increased 
resources and the egalitarian belief that Cinematch could bring independent cinema to 
everyone who wanted it, Sarandos claimed, “Eventually, we’ll be coming to Sundance 
and saying, ‘We can buy everything.’ There’s a deal for every film” (Goldberg 2007). 
Additionally, Netflix created a link on its website for independent filmmakers to submit 
their work for consideration for a potential distribution deal; as journalist Scott Goldberg 
suggested, Netflix was not just poised to dominate Sundance, but to “bypass Sundance 
altogether,” and situate itself as the only major player in the indie marketplace, rendering 
festivals like Sundance irrelevant (Goldberg 2007). It was a prophecy that Hastings had 




subscribers…independent filmmakers would probably bypass the movie studios and 
distribute their films online through Netflix. When that happened, Americans would 
already be used to renting online — at Netflix” (Keating 2013, 69). 
 But just over a year later, in the summer of 2008, Netflix abruptly killed its Red 
Envelope label, halting its acquisition and distribution division entirely after six years and 
126 indie film acquisitions (Kaufman 2008). As Sarandos remarked in an IndieWire post-
mortem, “The best role we play is connecting the film to the audience, not as a financier, 
not as a producer, not as an outside distributor or marketer…We’re very proud of the 
films, which were successful critically and commercially. But we don’t have to own the 
rights to make that happen” (Kaufman 2008). The surprising move appeared to correlate 
to the innovation that Netflix had teased just prior to the 2007 Sundance festival: its 
upcoming launch of a streaming video option for subscribers, which would formally 
launch that spring (Keating 2013, 172). Wired, which had heralded Netflix as the new 
Miramax, blamed Red Envelope’s closure on the company’s need to maintain its 
professional relationships with film studios, on whom they were increasingly reliant for 
content; while the company could freely acquire and rent DVDs, it needed to broker 
streaming licenses directly, and wanted to minimize competition with the studios lest 
they withhold their movies from the platform’s streaming catalogue. (Biba 2006; Rogers 
2009). As Netflix’s new streaming option exploded in popularity, the data-driven 





Sundance, Netflix and the Streaming Revolution 
 Like Netflix, Sundance had to evolve to meet industrial trends and the 
technological innovations that often caused them. Further, as a vanguard for cutting-edge 
American cinematic art produced outside the industrial ecosystem of Hollywood, it 
behooved Sundance not merely to adapt to trends but to forge them by incorporating new 
technologies and formats into the festival before they entered the mainstream. Notably, in 
chronicling its own history on the web timeline “35 Years of Sundance Film Festival,” 
Sundance not only charts its organizational growth and significant films and filmmakers, 
but situates itself within the changing landscape of media production and consumption, 
giving annual figures for statistics such as cinema screens, digital cinema screens, 
households with VCRs or DVD players, internet and smartphone accessibility — and 
Netflix subscribers (Sundance Film Festival, n.d.). The site is seemingly designed not just 
to underscore Sundance’s longevity, but the malleability that facilitated it. 
 Sundance also beat Netflix to streaming video by six years, launching the 
Sundance Online Film Festival in 2001. The online festival ran for six weeks each year, 
launching concurrently with the live festival in Park City, and was designed to showcase 
media created for the web, what Sundance’s director of digital initiatives, Ian Calderon, 
called “the off-off-Broadway of filmmaking” (Calderon qtd. in Silverman 2001). 
Additionally, a Wired article describing the new program depicts a bevy of “Internet 
streaming channels” hovering around the edges of Sundance searching for content and 
using the festival to market their platforms, just as Netflix was for its rental service 




online festival, noted its significance: “Sundance brings this unbelievable stature as a 
premier festival to the table. If they are presenting online, it is a big endorsement. They 
are saying, 'We think this is important.' All of a sudden, I'm getting calls from CNN, not 
because I've been making independent films for 15 years, but because this project is at 
Sundance” (Menkes qtd. in Silverman 2001). Though Sundance shut down the Online 
Film Festival after its 2006 edition, it folded its content into a “New Frontier” sidebar 
launched at the 2007 festival as “a showcase for work emerging from the intersection of 
cinematic storytelling, the art of high-concept visualization, and new technologies 
marking the reinvention of our media architecture” (Sundance Institute n.d.). The New 
Frontier exhibition would eventually incorporate fine art, transmedia and interactive 
storytelling, and virtual reality into the festival’s annual program.  
 But as Tryon (2013) demonstrates, even as Sundance touted its adoption of new 
formats, the festival’s gradual shift away from the low-budget indies it had championed 
in the early 1990s created the opportunity for other festivals to position themselves as the 
“new” Sundance, particularly as digital filmmaking became cheaper and more accessible. 
Describing Sundance’s introduction of a microbudget “Sundance Next” sidebar in 2010, 
Tryon argues, “the festival was struggling to define itself in relation to the emerging DIY 
and on-demand cinemas typically associated with festivals like South by Southwest and 
Slamdance” — created in 1995 by disgruntled indie filmmakers as a direct response to 
Sundance “going Hollywood” — “as well as a changing independent film marketplace” 
(Biskind 2004, 229; Tryon 2013, 165). Sundance also dabbled in creating branded digital 




meanwhile, its cable television arm, Sundance Channel4 had gradually shifted away from 
its slate of independent films towards original scripted content, adopting an ad-supported 
format in 2013 (Tryon 2013, 165; Thielman 2013). The channel’s VP of marketing 
situated its new lineup of original dramas and limited series both within Sundance’s 
existing brand of “discovery,” and the discourses of quality television that elevated 
prestige cable fare and the taste cultures that celebrated it (Bloom qtd. in Howell 2020, 
91). In 2013, the Sundance Film Festival incorporated television into its festival lineup to 
create buzz for its sister channel’s prestige limited series, Top of the Lake (Sundance 
Channel, 2013) (Wilson 2013). This burgeoning intersection of quality television and 
film festival culture will be examined further in Chapter Three. 
 Netflix premiered two flagship series that same year: the political drama House of 
Cards (Netflix, 2013–2019) and prison dramedy Orange is the New Black (Netflix, 
2013–2019), which joined the Norwegian co-production Lilyhammer (Netflix, 2012–
2014) as the company’s re-entry into the distribution (and in this case, production) of 
original content. Netflix’s decision to shift from film acquisition to television production 
was driven by the same factor that had fueled Red Envelope: user data. The company had 
plotted the creation of a digital viewing option since 2000, always framing its 
experiments as delivery systems for movies, the core draw of its DVD rental plans (Wired 
2009). When the streaming option launched in 2007 — shrewdly integrated as an 
application into several gaming and set-top devices for maximum accessibility — it 
offered a small library of roughly 10,000 titles, a disappointing fraction of its DVD 
                                                        




offerings (Frommer 2008). Studios’ established windowing deals with premium and 
cable channels kept Netflix from licensing films to stream until Netflix discovered a 
loophole: Starz was not forbidden from re-selling its licensed content to a third party. The 
two struck a deal to add Starz’s lineup of movies and television shows to Netflix’s 
streaming platform, a pact that Starz CEO Chris Albrecht later described as a “terrible” 
decision that handicapped Starz’s ability to create its own streaming portal (Wired 2009; 
Nelson 2014).  
Though Netflix struggled to add movies to its streaming option, it was able to 
build a streaming library of old television shows. Furthermore, its data suggested that 
streaming subscribers were interested in serialized television shows and “binged” 
multiple episodes at a time (Keating 2014). Neither “re-runs” nor their consumption in 
blocs were new to television viewers. As Kompare (2004) argues, television itself is best 
characterized as “a machine of repetition, geared toward the constant recirculation of 
recorded, already-seen events,” from the syndication of old Hollywood films to program 
the young medium in the late 1940s and 1950s, to broadcast re-runs on burgeoning cable 
channels in the 1980s and 1990s, to home videos and DVD box sets in the 2000s (xi). 
Additionally, Mullen (2003) demonstrates that cable channels often programmed 
“marathons” that allowed viewers to watch a series for hours or even days, a common 
cable programming strategy “dating back to early HBO” in the 1970s (167). The 
introduction of DVD box sets of series, while expensive, gave the added advantage of on-
demand, commercial-free consumption (Brunsdon 2010). Netflix’s innovation was to 




subscription fee. The platform arrived at Sundance in 2007 with six million subscribers; 
three years later, that number had doubled, and as a TechCrunch article observed, its 
streaming popularity was exploding: “The percentage of subscribers who watched 
instantly more than 15 minutes of a TV episode or movie in Q4 2009 was 48 percent, 
compared to 28 percent for the same period of 2008” (TechCrunch 2010). By 2013, “70% 
of the billion hours streamed on Netflix was TV content” (Osur 2016, 70).   
Just as Netflix had created Red Envelope to establish itself in the space of “quality 
independent” film, it engineered its first television series to appeal to denizens of Quality 
television; as Tryon (2015) argues, Netflix even appropriated the discourses of the model 
of prestige TV, HBO, to position House of Cards as the “future of television.” Further, 
Netflix again touted its technological innovation — in this case, the ability to binge-
watch a new show, paired with a premium original series designed to be binged — as a 
differentiating service that only Netflix could offer, echoing Sarandos’ promotion of its 
Cinematch algorithm as a “market-based solution using technology” for the floundering 
indie film business (Biba 2006). But Netflix still relied on its algorithm to curate 
audiences for its original and licensed streaming content. Sarandos — the cinephile of the 
Red Envelope era, now depicted by The New York Times as a “self-described TV nerd” 
— oversaw a content budget estimated at $3 billion in 2014, and as he maintained, “Our 
website, which is so personalized, will help you find something that you’re going to 
love…We are uniquely able to build our business model around that sort of behavior. If 
we pick the shows right and we invest heavily in the right kind of content, we’ll make the 




content” was still rooted in conceptions of prestige, even as Netflix quickly broadened its 
content offerings to appeal to as wide a spectrum of taste profiles as possible (Rose 
2013). 
 At the 2014 Sundance Film Festival, Redford opened the festival by remarking 
both on the festival’s evolution and that of the industry that surrounded it: “To me change 
is inevitable. Either you resist it or you go with it and try to change with it as much as 
possible” (Patten 2014). Since its debut at Sundance in 1999, Netflix had conquered 
Blockbuster and abruptly upended the television industry, establishing itself as an Emmy 
Award-winning purveyor of prestige television. The platform now boasted 57 million 
worldwide subscribers (Maglio 2015). As the 2015 festival commenced, Netflix was no 
longer a chic indie upstart but a “streaming giant” that was ready to “muscle” back into 
the film acquisition market (Lang and Spangler 2014). 
 
Netflix Returns to Sundance 
In 2015, Netflix returned to Sundance again ready to invest in indie films. The 
company had never truly left, maintaining a brand presence and quietly acquiring a 
handful of documentaries for its streaming catalogue.5 Far from its “quality independent” 
roots, the platform had begun to experiment with high-profile film projects, announcing a 
four-film deal with Adam Sandler in late 2014 (Lang and Spangler 2014). Netflix was 
creating content for a broad swath of consumers but increasingly focusing on its own 
                                                        
5 Netflix acquired nine documentaries from 2012 to 2014, four of which premiered at Sundance: The 




branded, original content to unify subscribers under the Netflix banner, rather than just a 
strand of indies bearing a subdivision’s branding. Seven years earlier, Sarandos had 
spoken of buying every film at Sundance in a way that seemed almost altruistic, 
suggesting that Netflix alone was best positioned to discover and cultivate audiences for a 
diverse array of arthouse films and provide indie filmmakers with a much-needed 
payday. But by 2015, Netflix’s focus had expanded from quality to quantity as it built a 
robust and diverse streaming catalogue, and Sarandos’s prophecy seemed more like a 
threat.  
However, Netflix also found itself negotiating against a bevy of new competitors. 
Amazon attended its first Sundance that year as a buyer for its streaming Prime Video 
platform (Dickey 2015). Like Netflix, Amazon had cultivated a stable of prestige series 
like Transparent (Amazon, 2014–2019) and Mozart in the Jungle (Amazon, 2014–2018). 
The platform had also similarly dabbled in more egalitarian ways of curating content, 
offering filmmakers a portal to submit their work directly and even allowing viewers to 
vote online for their favorite prospective television shows in a populist variation of TV’s 
pilot season (Amazon Prime Video n.d.; Barker 2017). Amazon also launched its own 
version of Sarandos’s “deal for every film” concept in 2017 with its “Film Festival Stars” 
program, which offered a blanket streaming deal to any film selected to screen at 
Sundance (later extended to official selections at Berlin, SXSW and Toronto); the 
program, like the online pilot polls, was quietly discontinued, further destabilizing an 
already-precarious indie film marketplace (O’Falt 2019). Additionally, new indie labels 




2018),6 Searchlight7 and Focus Features as perennial Sundance buyers whose emphasis 
was theatrical distribution. 
Many of the filmmakers and sales agents at Sundance were still wary of the 
streamers’ model and hoping for deals that prioritized theatrical distribution, leaving 
Netflix and Amazon with money to offer but few filmmakers willing to take it. Though 
the day-and-date model of releasing films theatrically and on VOD (video on demand) 
simultaneously was an established practice for small indie films, few filmmakers seemed 
willing to forgo the possibility of a theatrical run, even a limited one, in favor of a 
worldwide streaming release. As entertainment writer Josh Dickey wrote, at the 2015 
Sundance festival, “The shot-callers took the meetings, heard the pitches and considered 
the bids from Amazon and Netflix, but they’re just not ready to seal the deal right now. 
Make no mistake: streaming networks will buy independent films here someday 
soon…but for the time being, nobody wants to be a guinea pig” (Dickey 2015). Netflix 
arrived at Sundance in 2015 looking for a splashy acquisition but left without any; six 
weeks later, it brokered a deal for its first major original film, Beasts of No Nation, 
partnering with the distributor Bleeker Street for a brief theatrical release that would 
qualify the film for Academy Awards (Rodriguez 2015). The platform’s plan to 
simultaneously release the film on its streaming platform led the four largest movie 
                                                        
6 The Weinstein Company filed for bankruptcy in March of 2018, five months after The New York 
Times and The New Yorker published stories detailing multiple sexual assault allegations against 
Harvey Weinstein. Weinstein was convicted of one count of rape and one count of a criminal sexual 
act on February 24, 2020 in New York and sentenced to 23 years in prison the next month. As of this 
writing, additional charges are pending in California (Dwyer 2020).    
7 Fox Searchlight Pictures was rebranded “Searchlight Pictures” in 2019 following Disney’s 




theater chains to boycott the film, relegating it to a limited release in independent and 
small chain theaters (Child 2015).  
The next year, Netflix gained traction at Sundance, acquiring the Ellen Page 
vehicle Tallulah. But its stubborn insistence on a day-and-date release cost it the 
festival’s biggest film, Nate Parker’s directorial debut Birth of a Nation. Netflix made a 
high bid of $20 million for the rights, but Parker chose a $17.5 million deal with Fox 
Searchlight and the promise of a theatrical release (Ford and Siegel 2016). By losing the 
film, Netflix dodged a subsequent scandal as allegations of sexual assault arose against 
Parker. Moreover, the film suffered middling reviews and flopped. As Kevin Lincoln of 
Vulture remarked, “It’s strange that Netflix should be so lucky in addition to having so 
much money, but there you have it” (Lincoln 2017). Netflix’s pitch to filmmakers was 
access to “global distribution and a following in places that likely wouldn’t have seen 
them otherwise,” echoing its Red Envelope discourses of unique audience cultivation and 
a (now international) democratization of indie cinema (Greenberg 2016). But filmmakers 
countered that the platform was also growing increasingly proprietary about its viewing 
data, leaving them unable to discover any concrete information about who or how large 
that audience might be (Greenberg 2016). 
By the following year, Netflix acquired so many of the festival’s top films 
— including the Dee Rees film Mudbound, positioned as Netflix’s awards season 
contender — that Lincoln declared it “the year Netflix tried to swallow Sundance” 
(Lincoln 2017). Netflix’s rival, Amazon, had acquired its own eventual Oscar winner, 




following year, releasing both with extended theatrical runs (Chitwood 2019). Amazon 
spent lavishly at the 2019 festival on the comedies Late Night and Brittany Runs a 
Marathon, both of which failed to recoup the platform’s investment at the box office. In 
October of 2019, the head of Amazon Studios, Jennifer Salke, argued that the films 
performed highly in streaming viewership and justified their steep price tags, but still 
announced that the platform was relenting and would now follow Netflix’s lead in 
prioritizing a streaming release for its originals. (Chitwood 2019). Amazon echoed 
Netflix’s argument from its Red Envelope era that its metrics for success were rooted in 
streaming subscribers’ engagement rather than box office totals, and suggested that both 
streamers were uneasily forging a new paradigm to which Sundance’s “fragile 
equilibrium” of performers was forced to adapt. 
After dominating the 2017 edition of Sundance, Netflix passed the 2018 and 2019  
festivals quietly, acquiring a few documentaries but forgoing or losing out on the 
festival’s big acquisitions (Marotta 2018; Lee 2019). One of the 2019 Sundance Film 
Festival’s breakout hits was The Farewell, acquired by A24. At The Hollywood 
Reporter’s annual Director’s Roundtable conversation, The Farewell director Lulu Wang 
explained why she refused a streaming offer at the festival in favor of the indie theatrical 
label: 
I’ll just say it to be totally honest: I would not be at this table if it wasn’t for our 
small independent studio. Because we got an offer at Sundance from A24 and also 
got a much larger, double offer from a streaming platform. And, you know, the 
financiers and producers of course were, like, ‘Are you crazy? We have to take 
this bigger deal!’ And I said, ‘No. It’s not about the money.’ One thing we 
sometimes don’t talk about with some of these bigger streaming platforms is that, 
you know, it’s a different business model. It’s not necessarily about making 




established filmmaker, you are a brand that they want to partner with to help build 
their own brand. But with newer filmmakers, newer voices, you don’t have a 
brand. You need to build that brand. And I know now, because our film has been 
in theaters for four months. You know, for a film that’s 75, 80 percent in 
Mandarin, subtitled, but is an American film [laughter]… You know, first of all, 
even to get that financed, but then to have it play as an American film, 100% 
Asian/Asian-American cast, to be seen as an American story, and play in theaters 
for four months, and then for me to be at this table…I know for a fact that if I 
took the bigger money, that they wouldn’t have the energy to put behind someone 
like me to build my brand, when they have so many esteemed, established 
directors that are also part of the conversation. (Wang 2019) 
 
Nodding at Wang were two “esteemed, established directors” acclaimed that year for 
their Netflix original films: Noah Baumbach (Marriage Story) and Martin Scorsese (The 
Irishman).  
 Wang’s comments, and the presence of Baumbach and Scorsese, underscored 
Netflix’s evolving approach to film production and distribution. Netflix increasingly 
created and acquired so much content that it placed its “quality” bets on established 
talent like Soderbergh, who released The Laundromat as a Netflix original in 2019. As 
the next chapter will examine, Netflix had begun to position itself more as a creative hub 
for well-known auteurs, rather than a catalyst for emerging voices — the acclaimed 
Soderbergh of 2019, rather than the exciting young filmmaker discovered at Sundance 
thirty years earlier. Though the platform continued to purchase films by unknown 
filmmakers, its spending on indie and arthouse films at festivals like Sundance had 
noticeably slowed. Further, as IndieWire’s Brian Newman argued, these indie and 
arthouse acquisitions were often hard to find on the platform, even for cinephiles actively 
seeking them. This belied the myth of the almighty algorithm and provided an ominous 




turn away from it: “When the algorithm buries those films, it becomes a vicious cycle, 
with Netflix deciding they don’t work and let’s buy even fewer of them. As filmmakers 
and film lovers, we end up just where we were with cable pre-Netflix — the illusion of 
choice that is so vast we don’t realize how much we’re actually missing” (Newman 
2017). 
Netflix premiered several films at the 2020 Sundance Film Festival but used it 
less as a film market than as a marketing launchpad for its in-house productions, each 
driven by an established, high-profile brand. Netflix received one of the festival’s 
optimal slots — the opening night feature — for its original documentary Crip Camp, 
produced under the Higher Ground Productions banner of former President Barack 
Obama and Michelle Obama, who had forged an exclusive deal to create content for the 
platform (Galuppo 2020a). Two other Netflix originals, including a documentary profile 
of Taylor Swift (Miss Americana) and Dee Rees’s new drama The Last Thing He 
Wanted, also received splashy premieres (Lindahl 2020b). The festival’s biggest 
acquisition, the comedy Palm Springs, received the largest deal ever brokered at 
Sundance for a reported $22 million. The film received a joint distribution deal: Neon 
would theatrically release the film and promote its eventual streaming release on the 
platform Hulu, where it would likely receive the bulk of its viewership. The deal was 
trumpeted as a new and innovative approach, acknowledging the ways in which theatrical 
and streaming releases could augment one another rather than be viewed as competitive 
— a partnered model that reflected Red Envelope Entertainment’s approach over a 







 In Indie: An American Film Culture, Newman describes what Sundance had come 
to represent: 
Making Sundance synonymous with independent film means that the ideas 
associated with the institution — individuality, authenticity, progressive politics 
— are products not just of texts but of a wide and encompassing context of 
American cinema culture. Sundance and the other institutions of indie culture 
propose a conception of an alternative American national cinema, a national 
cinema based on putting (or appearing to put) artistic expression before 
commercial profit. (2011, 53) 
 
Netflix tapped into Sundance’s unique brand, and the taste cultures that it hailed, first to 
similarly position itself as a quality-minded alternative to its mainstream competitors, 
then to curate a “quality independent” profile, one among many as it grew into a 
mainstream behemoth. As Newman argues, the idea of Sundance as an “alternative” 
fueled by art over profit was illusory; similarly, Netflix’s own model was malleable and 
reactive to subscribers’ behavior, underscoring the pragmatism beneath the discourse. In 
the mid-2000s, Hastings and Sarandos argued that Netflix would use its technology to 
save a floundering independent film market and discover audiences for unknown indie 
gems, providing unprecedented access to those without the advantage of a local arthouse 
or major film festival. Just a few years later, with Red Envelope Entertainment shuttered, 
both would insist that television was the medium they had long planned to revolutionize. 
Although Netflix still tried to situate itself as an alternative, futuristic paradigm, 




targeted taste profiles beyond the narrow and elite indie culture. As the platform 
expanded internationally, it began to invest in content that utilized local industries to 
create non-English language content that was legible to local and global audiences. With 
its resources and profile growing, Netflix also turned to big-budget, auteur-driven 
prestige fare to distinguish itself as a major and undeniable presence on the industry’s 
biggest stages. Both strategies would take Netflix beyond the hip, indie realm of 
Sundance and place it on a collision course with two of the festival network’s oldest, 






Netflix, the Festival de Cannes and the Biennale di Venezia 
	
  
In the fall of 1946, French film critic and theorist André Bazin reflected on the success of 
the first Festival International du Film de Cannes (Cannes International Film Festival). 
The 1946 edition was arguably the festival’s inaugural iteration; slated for the fall of 
1939, the looming outbreak of war disrupted the festival’s intended debut, forcing a quiet, 
private opening gala screening and the cancellation of all public events (Festival de 
Cannes, n.d.). In fact, the conflict had obliquely given rise to the festival in Cannes. The 
world’s first film festival, Mostra Internazionale d'Arte Cinematografica della Biennale di 
Venezia (Venice International Film Festival), had been established within the city’s Arts 
Biennale in 1932, welcoming films and culture officials from around the world. Though 
ostensibly about promoting global cinema, the event had a political agenda: “Mussolini 
believed that the film festival would give him a powerful international instrument for the 
legitimization of the national identity of Fascism” (de Valck 2007, 47). Other nations 
uneasily participated until 1938; convinced that Hitler had exerted pressure to award the 
festival’s top prize jointly to the German (Olympia) and Italian (Luciano Serra, pilota) 
representatives rather than the jury’s preference, the American submission Snow White 
and the Seven Dwarfs, the representatives from Great Britain, the United States and 
France furiously decamped to start a competing festival of their own, ultimately choosing 
the French resort town of Cannes as its setting (de Valck 2007, 48; Festival de Cannes, 




consider what had been accomplished. As he argued, very few of the films programmed 
could artistically match the quality of the Hollywood studio films that, somehow, 
extraordinary directors like Orson Welles managed to create within a commercialized and 
heavily-censored industry, and which French audiences could easily access in their own 
local theaters (1981, 138–140). But perhaps, he suggested, the festival served a larger 
purpose: 
 If the Cannes Festival had been nothing more than a parade of more or less 
interesting films, its success would have been slight. But the intrinsic value of the 
films is not the only thing of importance here. The interest of such an event — 
and that interest is undeniable — seems to me to reside principally in the 
opportunity it provides to establish comparisons. An international if not a 
universal art thanks to its very technique, cinema is paradoxically the most 
national art when it comes to its commercial exploitation. The economic or 
political causes of this are so obvious that they need not be insisted on here. 
 
 In short, while a well-stocked book store has on its shelves enough foreign 
translations and recent magazines to make it possible to follow contemporary 
international literature, only congresses like that in Cannes make it possible to 
form an idea about world film production. From this point of view the geological 
cross-section made in cinema by the Festival was fascinating to those interested in 
knowing where cinematic art and industry are heading. (136) 
 
 Bazin would pinpoint the complex dynamics that would come to define Cannes, 
and its chief rival, Venice. The festivals primarily positioned themselves as guardians of 
the evolving and international art of cinema, juxtaposing films and filmmakers in a way 
that would ultimately articulate cinematic movements and trends. They also bolstered 
their own national industries and those similarly reconstructing themselves in the war’s 
aftermath. In fact, the economic and political interests that Bazin describes as “too 
obvious” to require elaboration were quite nuanced in practice. As Elsaesser (2005) 




hegemony of Hollywood cinema, and to champion European film and that of other global 
industries. This partially necessitated a conceptualization of global (particularly, 
European) cinema as art, serving as a distinct counterpoint to the commercialism of 
Hollywood — though, as Elsaesser argues, the relationship between the two was more 
dynamic and complicated than the binary would suggest (16). Hollywood entertainment 
was also hugely and globally popular, and international distributors needed their films, 
too. Thus, even as the festivals promoted a more artistic and international conception of 
cinema, they also embraced Hollywood, not least for the glamour and press coverage that 
they brought to their festivals (de Valck 2007, 125). The Hollywood studios, in turn, 
leveraged the cultural capital that these events bestowed to legitimate and promote certain 
films (141).  
 By 1955, Cannes’s influence had become outsized enough that Bazin would 
describe it as a “religious order,” invoking the sacred to jab at how self-serious and 
ritualistic the festival had become (Bazin 1955). In the late 1960s, the focus of the 
festivals would shift from an initial, pre-war conceptualization of an “Olympics of film,” 
in which the films represented their home countries and industries, to one centered 
around the artistry of the cinematic texts and the filmmakers who created them (de Valck 
2007, 54). The festivals would become the beating heart of a cinephile culture by 
anointing the films and auteurs that would populate arthouse cinemas and constitute 
influential cinematic “new waves.” But the festivals would remain entwined with their 
own national industries, leaving a lingering residue of the nationalism that had founded 





 In 2015, as Venice held its 72nd edition and its rival Cannes celebrated its 68th, 
they faced a new challenge. As Bazin had noted, the festivals pointed where the “art and 
industry was heading,” and Netflix, ingratiating itself into local markets as it prepared a 
full-scale global launch, represented an ominous indication. Speaking at the Marché du 
Film marketplace at Cannes that May, Ted Sarandos tried to contextualize the platform’s 
economic model, arguing “we’re not anti-theaters, we’re pro-movies” (Sarandos 2015). 
He was angrily challenged by the French film industry, unhappy with Netflix’s “day-and-
date” strategy of releasing films on its streaming platform simultaneous to their theatrical 
release (for the few Netflix films were given any theatrical exhibition at all). Three 
months later, Netflix would premiere its first prestige original feature, Beasts of No 
Nation, at Venice, stirring surprise that the world’s oldest film festival would welcome a 
streaming feature under boycott from prominent American theater chains (Child 2015). 
Over the next few years, Netflix would carom between the two festivals, always stoking 
controversy. Strategically, Netflix had cultivated a crop of films that the auteur-driven 
festivals simply could not ignore, including new films from Steven Soderbergh, Bong 
Joon-ho, Joel and Ethan Coen, Noah Baumbach, Alfonso Cuarón, Martin Scorsese, and 
even the iconic, long-dead Orson Welles. Ultimately, the conflicts that arose between 
Netflix and the festivals, particularly Cannes, would be discursively framed in profound 
terms, aligning cinema alternately with the communality of theatrical spectatorship 
(Cannes), or with instant, universal access (Netflix). Beneath this discourse were 




 In this chapter, I examine the relationship between Netflix and the film festival 
network’s two oldest and most prestigious sites, Cannes and Venice. Though art and 
industry had been linked at the festivals since their inceptions, I argue that the arrival of 
Netflix revealed the extent to which the festivals’ artistic choices were beholden to local 
industrial interests, belying the international harmony the festivals sought to project. 
Additionally, Venice’s embrace of Netflix underscored the culturally-specific interplay 
between industry, festival, and national identity that allowed the Italian festival to 
outmaneuver its French rival. First, I examine the festivals’ role in establishing the film 
festival network, the conceptualization of European cinema (and industry) as a 
counterpoint to Hollywood, and the evolution of these sites from nationalistic “Olympics 
of film” to celebrations of individual auteurs and artistic achievements. Next, I explore 
Netflix’s appearance at Cannes and Venice in 2015, as the platform tried to gain traction 
within these prestigious sites while also using the festivals to market its debut in those 
markets. Finally, I discuss the platform’s relationship with the festivals from 2017 
onward, as Netflix’s film offerings finally won the platform precious competition slots at 
Cannes — leading to the wrath of local distributors and theater owners, and resulting in 
Netflix’s shocking self-banishment from the festival. These confrontations would reveal 
the economic and industrial factors that neither Netflix nor the festivals could escape. 
 
From “The Olympics of Film” to “La Politique des Auteurs” 
 Venice established the conception of a film festival, and for many, Cannes 




that immediately followed (such as Locarno and Karlovy Vary in 1946, and Berlin in 
1951) would constitute an emerging network, and the hierarchy that formed — most 
notably codified by FIAPF, which created its accreditation system in 1951 — maintained 
their supremacy as festivals proliferated globally, with Cannes and Venice the only 
festivals to receive an “A-list” accreditation until the mid-1950s (de Valck 2007, 49–54). 
As de Valck argues, it was not a coincidence that the film festival was a European 
phenomenon: “Film festivals emerged at a moment when the European film industries 
were in no position to stand up to the American cartels. What they did was sidestep the 
system by offering their European films a chance to receive some prestigious exposure 
outside of the commercial chain of distribution companies and exhibition venues” (2007, 
58). This mission was more pragmatic than the festivals’ own discourse would suggest, 
as Cannes’s regulations declared “the aim of the festival is to encourage the development 
of the cinematic art in all its forms and to establish a spirit of collaboration among film 
producing countries” (Festival regulations 1946, qtd. in Ostrowska 2016). 
 Harbord (2002) examines the discourses that would veil the complex 
underpinnings of European festivals like Venice and Cannes: 
 Certain propositions and assumptions appear in various discourses, echoed and 
repeated in ways that are sometimes conflicting and, at other times, congruent: 
that ‘art’ film is in conflict with commercial forces, that European film struggles 
against American dominance, that ‘serious’ film festivals are opposed to the 
cosmeticized industries of tourism and a service economy. The repetition of 
assumptions gives rise to a certain naturalization of oppositions; such oppositions 
are productive types of authenticity, purity, marking off domains from areas or 
objects by definition impure, inauthentic and outside. These oppositional markers 
demarcate not only art and commerce, and in so doing, invoke narratives of the 
nation in its struggle to reinstate a territorial space within the deterritorializing 





Harbord reveals the fundamental tension of festivals like Cannes and Venice as 
representing a global harmony through a shared artistic celebration, while also — and 
perhaps, more importantly — each staking a claim on behalf of its own national industry. 
Venice and Cannes were crucial not just as a showcase for global cinema, but as a 
showcase for the power and cultural impact of the Italian and French film industries. 
 Further, de Valck argues that the new festivals Venice and Cannes were 
instrumental in conceptualizing cinema as high art, noting that the decision to create the 
Venice Film Festival as part of the city’s Arts Biennale positioned it as “the seventh art to 
Abbe Batteau’s category of fine arts,” as well as “a cultural practice that was worthy of 
being used as a national legitimization,” thus further intertwining cinema as art with 
unique national identity (de Valck 2007, 128). As Dyer and Vincendeau argue, this 
linking of culture to art cinema only further reinforced the dichotomy between Europe 
and the United States: 
Art cinema is a solution to the problem of the small domestic market for national 
European films, since ‘art films’ are shown at film festivals and on international 
distribution/exhibition circuits dedicated to them…To gain this position, art 
cinema required high cultural prestige. This was achieved by constructing it 
through the discourses of European culture discussed above, traditions which, for 
socio-historical reasons, are accepted as the dominant national cultures in most 
European countries in a way that is certainly not true in the USA or Australia. 
(Dyer and Vincendeau qtd. in de Valke 2007, 8). 
 
 This conception also served an economic purpose. As Elsaesser (2005) 
demonstrates, by suggesting that cinema was elemental to the nation’s culture, national 
industries were able to solicit state patronage:  “Historically, the cinemas of Europe have 
been part of their nations’ political economy ever since the middle of the First World 




and city ordinances have legalized but also legitimized the public sphere that is national 
cinema, making both the concept and the state’s relation to it oscillate between an 
industrial and a cultural definition” (36). Unlike the United States, where the film and 
television industry was primarily a private enterprise,8 the French and Italian film 
industries were heavily subsidized by their city, regional and national governments, 
creating what Ostrowska and Roberts (2007) categorize as a “cultural ecology” that fused 
art, industry, culture and national identity (4). Particularly in France, the birthplace of 
cinema, an external threat to the French industry — particularly from the multinational 
corporations that Harbord described — represented a threat to French culture itself. This 
further explained why France would legally codify industry practices like distribution 
windows, which remained an unofficial if longstanding custom in Italy and the United 
States (Epstein 2020). 
 This was not to suggest that American cinema, particularly that from the 
Hollywood studios, was excluded from Cannes and Venice; in fact, it was crucial to 
them. The festivals relied on Hollywood films and celebrities, which they then used to 
produce exposure for themselves (de Valck 2007, 59). The stars’ presence on the 
festivals’ red carpets, and press coverage of their antics on the beaches of Cannes and the 
yachts docked offshore, also created a sense of the festivals as glamorous, exclusive 
parties for the industry’s elite. This exclusivity was bolstered by the festivals’ strict and 
hierarchical admission processes; Cannes, in particular, only permitted industry and press 
                                                        
8 The notable exception is the Public Broadcasting System (PBS) and its local stations, which are 
funded partially (not fully) by American taxpayers through its publicly-funded, private non-profit, the 




to the festival’s official events and screenings, with no (authorized) option for public 
participation. For studios, the festivals represented what de Valck characterizes as a 
prime opportunity to build exposure for a film, building slots at Cannes or Venice into 
“marketing strategies” (125) and making the festivals mutually-beneficial spaces for 
publicity. 
 Additionally, the American industry became a leading presence at the Marché du 
Film, Cannes’s dedicated film market. As an annual coalescence of the world’s leading 
industrial figures, the festival represented an ideal place in which to broker production 
and distribution deals. The Marché was founded in 1959 to formalize that space, running 
as a separate but concurrent event that enabled global industrial actors to converge under 
the umbrella of “Cannes” to negotiate not just for the arthouse films in the festival’s 
competition lineup, but for popular films, television, ancillary distribution deals, and even 
pornography (de Valck 2007, 113–14). The Marché was officially integrated into the 
festival in 1983 — dooming the market’s pornography sector, which was fully evicted 
from the Marché by the mid-1990s — and it would take thirty years for Venice to follow 
suit, establishing its own film market in 2012 (de Valck 2007, 114; Goodfellow 2019; La 
Biennale di Venezia, n.d.). As Iordanova (2015) argues, markets (and film funds) 
ultimately allowed these festivals, which ostensibly served as an alternative to the 
mainstream entertainment industry, to become critical nodes within the industry itself. 
Miramax built its brand not just at Sundance but through Cannes and the Marché, 
brokering ancillary deals in its early days and later using the festival to acquire art films 




Reservoir Dogs to an international audience (de Valck 2007, 99). However, as Harbord 
underscores, the press coverage of the festivals subtly reinforced the perceived dichotomy 
between art and industry by reporting market deals as business transactions, wholly 
detaching them from the critics’ reviews of the festival’s film offerings. This 
representation belied how deeply the two were interconnected and allowed the festivals to 
maintain an aura of artistic purity (2002, 70). 
 By the early 1960s, Cannes and Venice remained atop a growing festival network. 
The festivals themselves remained rooted in the nationalistic premise of the films as 
representative of their countries rather than their creative teams. In the late 1960s, this 
perception irrevocably shifted. De Valck attributes the movement to the Cahiers du 
Cinéma critics turned French New Wave filmmakers like Godard and Truffaut, who 
“criticized the film industry in general and the film festival in Cannes in particular for not 
paying enough attention to the medium as art in general and to young, new and 
alternative auteurs, in particular. Deeply dissatisfied with the state of French cinema, the 
film critics already a decade earlier had started to direct movies themselves,” with 
Truffaut receiving the Palm d’Or for The 400 Blows in 1959 (2007, 61). In 1962, French 
critics set up their own event, La Seimane de la Critique (Critics’ Week), to run as a 
concurrent, unauthorized part of the festival, giving critics the autonomy to freely 
program exciting new cinema (Ostrowska 2016, 22). In 1968, widespread protests at 
Cannes led by Godard, Truffaut, Resnais and others disrupted the festival and forced its 
cancellation; the protests were alternately attributed both to nationwide labor unrest and, 




Francaise (de Valck 2007, 61–62; Roxborough 2020). The moment was a sea change for 
the festivals, all of which began to reconsider their selection process and the evolving 
film cultures that rendered their structure archaic. The following year, Cannes introduced 
a new sidebar, Quinzaine des Realisateurs (The Directors’ Fortnight), for “films deemed 
too radical, marginal or young for the official selection” that “occurred parallel to, and 
independent from, the rest of the festival,” notably programmed by directors themselves 
(de Valck 2007, 63).  
 The Cahiers critics and filmmakers were merely infusing into Cannes what they 
had lobbied for in their own pages: a reconceptualization of cinematic authorship that 
treated cinema with the respect and scholarship that they believed it deserved. Six years 
before the uprisings of 1968, American critic Andrew Sarris (1962) attributed the auteur 
theory to the Cahiers critics in outlining his own classifications as to what made a 
director an auteur, namely “concentric circles” that encompassed a director’s 
“technique,” “personal style” and “interior meaning,” rendering the director’s work both 
unmistakable and, in some cases, canonical (Sarris [1962] 1999, 517). Schatz (1988) and 
Christensen (2011) posit that this oversimplifies the production process and attributes too 
much to the directors working within the complex, collaborative studio system, arguing 
that authorship was better credited to the studios themselves, which cultivated signature 
styles and genres (Schatz [1988] 1999; Christensen 2011). Even Bazin would later push 
back against an overzealous attribution of authorship, though its roots can be seen in his 
analysis of the 1946 Festival de Cannes (Bazin 1957). Even as he acknowledged the 




particular, the draconian Production Code that Bazin claimed rendered the films 
incapable of true authenticity — he singled out directors like Welles, Stevens, and Wyler 
for their artistry (Bazin 1981, 140). Nevertheless, the idea of a director as an artist would 
linger, particularly in the festival and arthouse network for which the theory was ideally 
suited.  
The auteurs of the French New Wave and other emerging cinematic movements 
would fuel the rise of a cinephile culture within the United States that would in turn 
impact the American industry (Zryd 2012). The culture was fueled by the rise of film 
societies, academic programs for filmmaking and film studies, and the emergence of 
arthouse theaters in cities and college towns; the films that premiered at European 
festivals like Cannes funneled through these channels and profoundly influenced not just 
audiences but the rising generation of American filmmakers (Zryd 2012, 382). As Harris 
(2008) argues, the 1965 film Bonnie and Clyde revolutionized studio filmmaking and 
signaled the death knell of the Production Code, and its creative team — writers David 
Newman and Robert Benton, and producer and star Warren Beatty — took inspiration 
from the French New Wave that had invaded New York’s arthouse theaters, even 
soliciting Truffaut to direct the film (7–19).    
The developments of the 1960s also reconstructed the hierarchies of power within 
the festivals themselves. Previously, the festivals were programmed through 
governmental channels, which selected and submitted their nation’s representatives; as 
the festivals began to emphasize the films rather than their countries, festival directors 




avowed cinephiles, and thus solicited films they deemed worthy of artistic consideration 
(de Valck 2007, 63). As de Valck claims, the 1970s became “the age of programmers,” 
and the directors at top festivals like Cannes would select the art films that would filter 
down through the proliferating networks of film festivals, arthouse theaters and film 
societies, making them key figures and tastemakers in the cinephile culture (de Valck 
2007, 168). One of the first major American festivals, the New York Film Festival, was 
founded in 1963 as a sort of “festival of festival movies,” collating the best art cinema of 
the year from the premieres at Cannes, Venice and their peers and bringing it to cinephile 
audiences at Lincoln Center — a space, like the Biennale, constructed as a bastion for the 
fine arts (Hamid 2009; de Valck 2007, 68–71).9 
Due perhaps to a prevailing conception that equated art cinema (particularly, 
European cinema) with auteur cinema, festivals refocused their programs with an 
emphasis on the auteurs who created the films, rather than their countries of origin 
(Elsaesser 2005, 16). As Wong argues, “With concerted efforts, auteurs and festivals 
have developed in a symbiotic relationship embodied by film, mediated by business 
concerns. New directors create films that festivals discover so that, over time, festivals 
and these maturing directors can rely on each other for support, recognition, and 
canonization; this complementarity underpins the reproduction of both film festivals and 
filmmakers” (2011, 65). Wong thus constructs the festival’s relationship with auteurs as a 
cycle in which festivals reinforce their own relevance. The sequence begins with the 
                                                        
9 As Hamid explains, the NYFF would also serve as an outlet for American underground and avant-
garde work, leading to split between its co-founders Richard Roud, who favored European cinema, 





discovery of an exciting, new filmmaker; then, the celebration of his or her (historically, 
his)10 later work as evidence of the festivals’ own visionary role in identifying that talent; 
and finally, the career retrospectives that honor the filmmaker’s work and influence, 
thanks in large part to the festivals (Wong 2011, 122). For many of these filmmakers, the 
festivals were a ticket to global recognition and success, and the festivals were not so 
insular as to ignore promising young talent from Hollywood, particularly as a new 
generation of “film brats” began to invade the American industry. Martin Scorsese would 
win a Palm d’Or in 1976 for Taxi Driver, and Francis Ford Coppola won the award twice 
(for The Conversation in 1974 and Apocalypse Now in 1979) (Festival de Cannes, n.d.). 
However, many festival-anointed auteurs remained visible primarily to audiences at film 
festivals and arthouses, beloved by cinephiles and festival programmers but broadly 
unknown to mainstream audiences.  
Additionally, the work of the filmmakers would be characteristically similar 
enough (and, simultaneously, antithetical to popular, commercial fare) that the concept of 
the “festival film” began to emerge with these traits at their core: profound seriousness 
(centering around “pain, death, loss and questions”); “open narratives” without the tidy 
conclusions of formulaic, Hollywood storytelling; films characterized by realism and 
“small moments dissected in detail,” which required the active engagement of the 
audience to fully decode and understand their complexities (Wong 2011, 75–79). In 
                                                        
10 Both Cannes and Venice have been criticized for their lack of gender parity in their official 
programs, particularly in the wake of several studies that highlighted dismal statistics in regards to 
female directors within the film and television industry. Both festivals, along with Berlin and several 
other top festivals, signed a pledge to reach 50% parity by their 2020 editions, though each festival 




technique and narrative, a “festival film” seemed engineered to secure a slot at a premier 
festival and to wend its way through the festival network without necessarily 
transcending it. Critic Jonathan Rosenbaum even argued that the term “festival film” 
could be seen as a “pejorative term in the film business, especially in North America” 
(Wong 2011, 66). As noted in the first chapter, Sundance would similarly be charged 
with perpetuating a homogenized idea of independent film in the 1990s and 2000s. As 
with Sundance, the “festival films” embraced by sites like Cannes further underscored the 
“oppositional assumptions” that Harbord described, implicitly renouncing the styles and  
narratives of commercial studio fare to the extent that they perpetuated their own formula 
(Harbord 2002, 61). 
Though the festival network would continue to flourish, Cannes and Venice, as 
the two oldest and most prestigious festivals, ultimately sat atop its hierarchy. The 
festivals vied for the world premieres that were crucial to maintaining their FIAPF 
accreditation; Cannes, which had shifted its event dates to May, began to eclipse its rival 
in exposure and prestige by the 1970s, and was seen as the top choice for an art film’s 
world premiere, or a marketing push for a studio’s summer release. Venice, it was said, 
“foundered, never wholly to regain its old glories” after the trauma of the 1968 unrest, 
spending years in its rival’s shadow even as it remained one of the world’s top-tier events 
(de Valck 2007, 62). The films and filmmakers chosen by Cannes or Venice could hope 
to leverage the cultural capital generated by their selection into global exposure, 
additional echelons of prestige like the Academy Awards, and the economic capital 




was accused of reconfiguring the festival’s late-summer slate to feed this pipeline, 
loading its competition and gala schedule with high-profile American films with designs 
on the Oscars’ Best Picture prize; his counterpart in Cannes, Thierry Frémaux, sniffed, “I 
don’t understand this obsession with American movies. My friend Barbera didn’t have 
Kore-Eda’s film, nor Korean, Egyptian or Lebanese movies in Competition. I think a 
festival must show the cinema of the whole world” (Niola 2018).  
 However, even as the festivals cultivated their own mythology as global 
intersections of art and industry, they remained deeply indebted to their own local 
industries. In exchange for the economic boost each festival provided its hometown and 
country in tourism, and the international exposure that each event generated, the festivals 
received hefty subsidies with earmarked funding from city, regional and national cultural 
ministries (Szalai and Richford 2014). Additionally, while artistic directors like Barbera 
and Frémaux worked with relative autonomy, they were overseen by boards populated by 
government officials, state-appointed ministers, and representatives of local industry, 
such as theater owners and distributors (Donadio 2017). This obligation placed the 
directors in the precarious position of staying abreast of global trends while appeasing 
and protecting these local interests. The arrival of streaming platforms would provide a 
daunting trial.   
 
“A New Operator” Emerges 
 On May 15, 2015, Sarandos sat “in conversation” at the Marché in Cannes. The 




thinking companies and initiatives, mapping out the future of the film industry across the 
globe” (Levine 2015). Sarandos was introduced by Frémaux, and would spend the 
session assuring those gathered that the platform was committed to producing local, 
original content; however, Sarandos stood firm that theatrical windows, particularly 
France’s stringent law dictating a 3-year gap between theatrical and on-demand release, 
were outdated and would keep Netflix from theatrically releasing its films in France 
(Sarandos 2015). The attendees were decidedly unconvinced. One French journalist 
confronted Sarandos, claiming that the company would “destroy the film ecosystem in 
Europe.” Harvey Weinstein rose from the audience to defend Sarandos and Netflix, 
calling it a “visionary company” (Roxborough 2015). 
 The platform’s impact on cinema became a primary topic at the festival, an 
existential question addressed to the festival’s unique international cross-section of 
participants. Some, like Weinstein, were supportive of the platform; others were wary, 
dismissive, or hostile. That year’s jury co-presidents, Joel and Ethan Coen, fell into the 
latter category: when asked by the press gaggle how they felt about streaming platforms 
like Netflix, Joel Coen responded sarcastically, “How do we feel about people watching 
Lawrence of Arabia on their iPhone?” Ethan Coen further noted that he had not bothered 
to watch television in decades, implicitly aligning Netflix with a medium that he clearly 
considered creatively inferior than film (Agence France Presse  2015). As will be 
explored further in the following chapter, television would make its own debut in 
Cannes’s lineup just two years later.  




motives; like Cannes, Netflix also had to navigate the tension between its cohesive global 
presence and the intricacies of local industry. Though Sarandos’s keynote was framed in 
similarly existential terms of innovation and the future of the media, it coincided with 
Netflix’s new and growing presence in France, having officially debuted its platform in 
France the previous September. A month before its launch, Netflix commissioned its first 
French original series, Marseille. Netflix seemed to be both replicating its playbook and 
tweaking it for new markets: Marseille was described as “House of Cards in French” and 
produced by French production company Federation Entertainment (Rose 2014). As 
Lobato (2019) would argue, Netflix’s global expansion revealed the complex cultural, 
industrial and infrastructural dynamics that the platform needed to negotiate, often market 
by market, which complicated the seamless, universal brand that Netflix sought to 
convey. As the platform expanded to France, it was forced to confront the country’s 
deep-rooted commitment to preserving and promoting French culture through its 
subsidized film and television industry, challenging Netflix not just to provide appealing 
content to French consumers, but to support the French industry in the process. Though 
Netflix promised to invest in local production, its refusal to voluntarily submit fully to 
France’s strict rules and subsidies seeded distrust (Roxborough 2015). 
 Though fortuitously timed, Sarandos’s appearance was not merely about growing 
the platform’s French subscriber base. Netflix’s acquisition of Beasts of No Nation in 
March, two months prior to Sarandos’s appearance in Cannes, signaled the platform’s 
desire to become a major purveyor of prestige cinema, for which it would need the 




conciliatory gesture — a promise to nurture great cinema, though not to acquiesce to 
demands to alter its business model. The opposition Sarandos faced underscored how 
deeply underpinned the festival was by a French industry that viewed Netflix as a threat, 
and how little that industry was willing to cede. 
 Three months later, Beasts of No Nation premiered at the 72nd Biennale di 
Venezia. Festival director Alberto Barbera claimed that the inclusion of a Netflix original 
was simple foresight, implicitly accusing its rival Cannes of prideful ignorance: “Netflix 
and perhaps Amazon will for sure become important players in film production and 
distribution all over the world. We can’t ignore them” (Thorpe 2015). For Netflix, its 
premiere on the Lido was beneficial in a number of ways. With its timing in late summer 
and its growing emphasis on prestige Hollywood studio films, Venice was increasingly a 
launchpad for Oscar contenders. Receiving a competition slot at Venice bestowed the 
film with immediate credibility, even as its platform made it a controversial presence. 
Additionally, Netflix gained local press coverage as it prepared for the launch of its 
Italian service in October, eight weeks after the festival (Anderson 2015). Though the 
Netflix premiere was framed by ongoing controversy, with trade coverage citing both the 
platform’s combative reception at Cannes and the upcoming theatrical boycott of Beasts 
of No Nation by American theater chains, Italian theater owners remained warily quiet 
(Pulver 2015). 
 Netflix would not screen a film as part of the official program at either Cannes or 




Camera d’Or11 winner at Cannes, Divines (Roxborough 2016b). A year after Sarandos’s 
divisive appearance, Frémaux programmed five films from its chief streaming 
competitor, Amazon, including new films from Woody Allen, Jim Jarmusch, Nicholas 
Winding Refn and Park Chan-ho (Roxborough 2016). Unlike Netflix, Amazon provided 
its originals with a theatrical release prior to their streaming launch,12 and Frémaux 
seemed to relish the opportunity to champion a rival streaming platform: “Amazon is 
different from Netflix. It is a real distributor, producer…the presence of Amazon is not 
significant (just) for the Cannes film festival, it’s significant for the whole industry of 
cinema” (Davidson 2016). Frémaux even appropriated the typical characterization of 
Sarandos — that of being a cinephile, or a “movie buff” — to praise the film team at 
Amazon for their appreciation of great cinema (Roxborough 2016a). Amazon’s head of 
film production, Ted Hope, similarly positioned Amazon in a way that particularly 
evoked Cannes’s history and essence: “We are a director-driven company; we aim for 
visionary and ambitious films that have the stamp of what an auteur is, that singular 
voice. And that is certainly what Cannes has always been” (Roxborough 2016a). 
Frémaux’s embrace of Amazon signified a sort of compromise: streaming platforms 
could represent authentic, innovative channels for cinema — but only if they played by 
the established rules and guidelines that protected theatrical exhibition. 
 Surprisingly, Cannes pivoted the following year, accepting two Netflix original 
films into its storied competition to a roaring outcry from the French industry and press. 
                                                        
11 The Camera d’Or is presented to the best first film from either the festival’s official selections or the 
Critics Week and Directors’ Fortnight sidebars (Festival de Cannes, n.d.). 
12 As noted in Chapter 1, Amazon has since announced plans to move away from theatrical 




The platform’s theatrical strategy had not changed, but its stable of talent had. At 
Sarandos’s keynote, he had noted the “data-driven hunches” that led the platform to 
develop or acquire content; spurred by this combination, as well as an arms race for 
auteurs with its rival Amazon, Netflix had also begun to produce and acquire auteur-
driven prestige fare (Sarandos 2015). In November of 2015, Netflix announced a deal to 
finance and distribute Korean director Bong Joon-ho’s new film Okja with the production 
house Plan B Entertainment. Bong noted, “For Okja, I needed a bigger budget than I had 
for Snowpiercer [Bong’s previous film, released in 2013] and also complete creative 
freedom. Netflix offered me the two conditions that are difficult to have in hand 
simultaneously” (Lyon 2015). A month before the 2017 Festival de Cannes, Netflix 
acquired the drama The Meyerowitz Stories, a film rumored to be on the Cannes 
“shortlist” by virtue of director Noah Baumbach’s acclaimed canon of intimate indie 
dramas (Fleming 2017). 
Netflix originals like Okja and The Meyerowitz Stories allowed Sarandos to 
position the platform as a bastion of creative freedom and of global art cinema, 
challenging sites like Cannes to explain why traditional distributors like the studios 
— who, as Sarandos noted, had a low “appetite for risk” by comparison — were more 
authentic or nobler by virtue of their distribution model (Collin 2017). Further, Sarandos 
justified the platform’s simultaneous release strategy by noting that not only was the 
platform among the few willing to underwrite these projects, but that its subscribers were 
ultimately the ones “who paid to make it,” and thus deserved to be the first to access it 




democratize access to American indie cinema in the late 2010s, now he extended that 
vision globally, and to a growing slate of world-class art cinema. 
 In announcing the inclusion of The Meyerowitz Stories and Okja in the 2017 
festival, Frémaux struck a more conciliatory tone that still revealed apprehension:  
The film world is like a big community and in this big community, everyone has a 
place to exist. We are happy that at Cannes, this discussion [about Netflix and 
digital versus theatrical distribution of films] can unfold. The fact of the matter is 
that these big services, Netflix and Amazon, recently emerged, and they could 
have decided that festivals didn’t matter at all. But instead they acknowledged 
that the recognition of films by festivals, the press, professionals and the Croisette 
was important. (Keslassy 2017) 
 
Pressured by the French industry to hold Netflix to local industry standards, the 
“unfolding discussion” would soon erupt into outright hostility. Christopher Tardieu, the 
director of France’s National Cinema Center, called the platform “the perfect 
representation of American cultural imperialism” (Donadio 2017). Soon, Netflix would 
decide that perhaps it did not need Cannes, after all.  
 
Netflix Returns to Venice with Orson Welles 
The announcement of Netflix’s two titles in competition had fueled an immediate 
controversy. As Le Monde critic Thomas Sotinel noted, “Cannes misjudged…[festival 
programmers] thought they could get away with showing Netflix movies. But they found 
out Netflix wouldn’t move, and at the same time they were reminded that on the board of 
Cannes sit people like the theater owners, who don’t want to budge either” (Donadio 
2017). While it was too late to officially exclude the films, Frémaux and the festival 




for the festival’s competition, and thus its prizes like the Palm d’Or, would be required to 
obtain a French theatrical release. Obliquely referencing the rule’s target, the festival’s 
official statement noted, “The festival is pleased to welcome a new operator which has 
decided to invest in cinema but wants to reiterate its support to the traditional mode of 
exhibition in France and in the world” (Roxborough 2017). Netflix’s CEO Reed Hastings 
angrily responded via social media, saying, “The establishment is closing ranks against 
us” (Roxborough 2017). Netflix’s logo was loudly booed at each film’s screening, and a 
technical glitch at the premiere of Okja was cited as evidence that the platform was ill-
equipped for a theatrical screening on cinema’s biggest and most prestigious stage 
(Tiffany 2017). Questioned about the festival’s new rule, Sarandos would simply 
maintain the quality of the platform’s work and staunchly defend its business model 
(Collin 2017). 
The following year, Netflix’s prestige slate again featured films and filmmakers 
that were impossible for Cannes to omit, particularly as it competed with Venice for top-
flight film premieres. Five films were tentatively selected to premiere in the 2018 edition, 
including Alfonso Cuarón’s highly-anticipated drama Roma. One of the films represented 
perhaps Netflix’s greatest coup: the resurrected, finally-completed last film from the most 
legendary auteur of all, Orson Welles. 
The Other Side of the Wind was Welles’s self-reflexive final passion project. Shot 
over six years in the 1970s, the film’s plot reflected the purgatory in which Welles 
himself then resided: an aging and beloved filmmaker navigates a fawning collection of 




complete the elliptical art film with which he is currently grappling as he desperately tries 
to remain artistically relevant. Welles’s attempts to fund the project independently led to 
its rights and footage being scattered among producers and investors, languishing for 
decades even after Welles’s death in 1985 (Fear 2018). Producers tried for years to raise 
the funds to acquire the assets and complete the film, finally securing a benefactor in 
Netflix. In 2015, the platform commissioned the Welles film along with a short making-
of featurette, and a feature-length documentary from filmmaker Morgan Neville about 
Welles and the film’s long road to completion, with Netflix director of content 
acquisition, Ian Bricke, saying, “This doesn’t just sound like three movies, this sounds 
like an event. We’ll take all three” (Fear 2018). Typically, the platform explained its 
acquisitions as if cinephilia was its primary guiding philosophy; as Brick further claimed, 
“with our relative scale and ability to fund something like this, it felt like something we 
should do” (Kelly 2018).   
The platform’s acquisition and release of the film also underscored a crucial 
element of its strategy: by 2018, Netflix (along with its streaming competitor, Amazon) 
was one of the only studios willing to use its resources to fund the passion projects of 
well-regarded filmmakers like Cuarón, Baumbach, Martin Scorsese (whose epic The 
Irishman was then in production for the platform) and Ava DuVernay, whose first Netflix 
project, the Oscar-nominated documentary 13th, had resulted from an offer to partner on 
“any story I wanted to tell” (Kenny 2017). In this way, Netflix was the ideal partner for 
Welles, who had been unable to combine creative freedom with a studio’s resources since 




its original offerings through the reputations of established auteurs, and the rescue of the 
lost, unfinished Orson Welles film served as the platform’s checkmate to those who 
suggested that it threatened, rather than revered, the art and history of cinema.  
Cannes seemed the obvious place to unveil The Other Side of the Wind and Roma. 
The festival had not moderated its theatrical rule, but it still left an opening to participate: 
the out-of-competition screenings and galas many Hollywood studios had used to 
promote upcoming releases that fell somewhat outside the scope of the global arthouse. 
Frémaux noted, “They could have said, ‘Not a problem, we’ll go Out of Competition’ or 
‘For Alfonso Cuarón’s film [Roma], we’re going to make an exception and accept to 
release it in France.’ I would have loved that and I’m continuing to beg them to do that. 
They would be hailed as heroes” (Sharf 2018b). 
But Netflix also refused to bend, forgoing hero status instead of waiting three 
years to release Roma on its French platform. Netflix removed all of its films from the 
Cannes lineup, including The Other Side of the Wind and Roma. In explaining the 
decision, Sarandos argued, “We want our films to be on fair ground with every other 
filmmaker. There’s a risk in us going in this way and having our films and filmmakers 
treated disrespectfully at the festival. They’ve set the tone. I don’t think it would be good 
for us to be there” (Setoodeh 2018).  The decision sent shockwaves, felt palpably by 
those filmmakers who had expected to debut their films amidst the glamor and prestige of 
the Croisette, a complication that Sarandos admitted he now had to manage (Setoodeh 
2018). Welles’s daughter, Beatrice, evoked her father’s long history with Cannes in 




producer Filip Jan Rymsza wrote to supporters, “There would be no The Other Side of the 
Wind without Netflix, but that doesn’t lessen my disappointment and heartbreak” (Sharf 
2018a). 
 Further, Netflix used the opportunity to deliberately attack the long-held 
discourses about the festival and its relationship to industry, while perpetuating a 
discursive agenda of its own. Though Sarandos had been diplomatic the year before, he 
was now decidedly less so, remarking, “We loved the festival. We love the experience for 
our filmmakers and for film lovers. It’s just that the festival has chosen to celebrate 
distribution rather than the art of cinema. We are 100% about the art of cinema. And by 
the way, every other festival in the world is too” (Setoodeh 2018).  Sarandos was 
challenging the festival to explain why it had chosen to yoke the conception of cinema to 
an economic model, in the process acknowledging that the assumption that Harbord 
observed — of art and industry as oppositional — belied the festival’s actual 
composition, while also reinforcing that assumption as true of all of other festivals — 
and, rather laughably, Netflix itself.  Sarandos was guilty of further discursive hyperbole, 
claiming, “We are choosing to be about the future of cinema. If Cannes is choosing to be 
stuck in the history of cinema, that’s fine” (Wilkinson 2018). Just as Frémaux had aligned 
cinema with theatrical distribution, Netflix thus used the history and tradition of which 
Cannes was so proud to paint it as fusty and irrelevant, and its own model as 
uncomplicatedly innovative. Neither Frémaux nor Sarandos was wholly accurate, nor 
fully candid in the motives behind their claims. Though Sarandos pointedly refused to 




Hopewell and Lang 2018). 
 Netflix and Cannes appeared to be in open battle for the future of cinema — and 
Venice was quick to pounce on its rival’s inflexibility, suggesting that unlike Cannes, it 
was eager to embrace both the history and the future of cinema. While noting his 
friendship with Frémaux, Venice director Barbera said, “Of course we benefit from all 
the polemic between Cannes and Netflix creating a problem. We finally succeeded to get 
a couple films that could have been in Cannes before. It’s a particular situation in France, 
the streaming window doesn’t make any sense in my point of view. I hope Cannes will be 
able to find a solution” (Tartaglione 2018). The festival scooped up the premieres of 
Roma (marking a return to Venice for Cuarón, who had served as the president of the 
festival jury in 2015), Paul Greengrass’s 22 July and The Other Side of the Wind, as well 
as its companion documentary. Additionally, the Coen brothers, who three years earlier 
had dismissed both television series and Netflix in their press conference at Cannes, 
debuted their Netflix original The Ballad of Buster Scruggs, originally intended as an 
anthology series and repurposed into a feature film. The Ballad of Buster Scruggs would 
win the festival’s best screenplay award, while Roma was awarded its top prize, the 
Golden Lion (Pomeroy 2018). The Golden Lion increasingly portended Oscar success; its 
previous recipient, The Shape of Water, had proceeded to win the Best Picture at the 
Academy Awards. The selection of Roma to receive the Golden Lion implied that, 
perhaps, Netflix was finally gaining traction in its quest to be taken seriously as a 
purveyor of prestige cinema on par with its theatrical competitors. 




controversies that had plagued Cannes: primarily, the wrath of local theater owners and 
theatrical distributors. They had avoided a Cannes-like controversy upon Netflix’s debut 
at the festival in 2015, but three years later — and, crucially, three years into the 
platform’s presence in Italy, where it now boasted an estimated 1.4 million subscribers 
— they would no longer remain quiet (Pekic 2019). The theater owners were especially 
angered by the festival’s inclusion of the Italian original feature On My Skin, which 
would receive a day-and-date streaming release in Italy (Wiseman 2018). Before the 
festival, two Italian trade organizations, ANEC (National Association of Cinema 
Exhibitors) and ANEM (National Association of Multiplex Exhibitors) released a 
statement denouncing Netflix’s preferred distribution model without explicitly naming 
the platform; when Venice awarded the prestigious Golden Lion to a Netflix film, the 
industry trade groups were incensed, with ANAC (National Association of Film 
Authors), FICE (Italian Federation of Cinema of Essai) and ACEC (Catholic Cinema 
Exhibitors Association) excoriating the festival for turning itself into “a marketing 
vehicle for the Netflix platform” (Sharf 2018c; Anderson 2018a). Additionally, the latter 
statement chided the festival’s selection as a form of national disloyalty, specifically 
evoking the festival’s state funding: “The Golden Lion, a symbol of the International 
Film Festival, which has always been financed with public resources is a patrimony of 
Italian spectators; the film that bears its name should be within everyone's reach, in 
cinemas, and not exclusively for the subscribers of the American platform” (Anderson 
2018a). 




defended the festival by noting that “artistic choices” like prize recipients belonged to 
Barbera (Anderson 2018b). Bonisoli also sought to strike a firm but diplomatic tenor, 
claiming, “We are faced with a new world, a world that cannot be managed by imposing 
decrees, but we have the authority to confront and bring back to the system what is an 
evolution” (Anderson 2018b).  Two months later, Bonisoli announced that they would, in 
fact, be imposing a decree that legally formalized the country’s recommended 105-day 
window between theatrical release and streaming; notably, it only applied to Italian 
productions like On My Skin, leaving Netflix free to stream its global films simultaneous 
to any Italian theatrical release (Anderson 2018c). The new law was significantly slacker 
than France’s theatrical laws but the Italian industry was mollified; Carlo Fontana of the 
Italian General Association for Entertainment (AGIS) claimed, “Avoiding unfair 
competition and relaunching the cinema as an element of promoting culture is a long-
standing request, and finally we have found a solution that we welcome with great 
pleasure” (Anderson 2018c). 
 Roma would ultimately win three Academy Awards, including Best Director, Best 
Cinematography and Best Foreign Language Film, though it would miss out on the top 
prize of Best Picture. For those who implicitly agreed with Cannes’s opposition to the 
platform, Netflix had come uncomfortably close to Hollywood’s most prestigious prize, 
and noted filmmakers like Steven Spielberg and Christopher Nolan began to argue 
against the platform’s eligibility for cinema’s top awards by adopting Cannes’s argument: 
cinema was only truly experienced in a theatrical setting, and thus Netflix’s original 




of the realm of the industrial — the survival of theater owners, and the money to be made 
in box office profits — to the philosophical, emphasizing the communality of theatrical 
spectatorship that informed the way they made films and wished to have them 
experienced (Sims 2018). Spielberg went so far as to overtly characterize the platform as 
television, and thus deserving of Emmy Awards but not Oscars, asking the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (on whose Board of Governors he served) to consider 
new regulations that would disqualify films that received day-and-date releases (Sims 
2018).  
 However, while the success of Roma had earned Cannes prominent discursive 
allies, it also underscored that the festival had missed the opportunity to champion a vital 
piece of cinema — and worse, it had ceded it to its chief rival. Frémaux spoke ruefully 
and even stridently about the industrial forces that had redirected the film to Venice. 
Describing his experience at the Biennale that year, Frémaux said: 
I also met Cate Blanchett there and asked her why she was in attendance and she 
replied because she finally wanted to discover the 22nd film of the Cannes 
competition. I also told my friend Alberto Barbera, ‘Alberto, we lent you the film, 
take care of it.’ More seriously, there is no need for revenge or any message being 
sent towards Venice. We're going through very exciting times, a new stage in 
cinematic history. The French cinematic operators should rightfully feel 
weakened by this new world that Netflix has created, and as the head of Cannes, 
not being able to show these Netflix films in competition is nothing short of 
penalizing for us. (Ruimy 2019) 
 
Frémaux appeared to be brokering a potential détente with the platform, mentioning that 
Sarandos had visited the other festival he annually organized, the Lumiere Festival held 




 The 72nd Festival de Cannes commenced on May 14, 2019 with Spielberg’s 
critiques still ringing in industry trades. The cold war between Netflix and Cannes 
remained officially intact: Cannes still backed its rule requiring French theatrical release, 
and Netflix refused to commit to a French theatrical release or an out-of-competition slot. 
The platform’s 2019 slate of prestige originals included new films from Noah Baumbach 
(Marriage Story) and former Palm d’Or recipients Steven Soderbergh (The Laundromat) 
and Martin Scorsese, whose long-fomenting gangster epic The Irishman was finally 
complete. In 2018, Scorsese had appeared at Cannes for a retrospective of Mean Streets, 
which had premiered at the festival in 1974 (Coyle 2018). Scorsese had been caught 
amidst the controversy, but would diplomatically avoid choosing sides. The Irishman 
seemed a natural fit for Cannes, but Frémaux characterized its exclusion as merely a 
matter of timing: the film was not yet ready,13 but as Frémaux was quick to declare, 
Scorsese was a friend of his and the festival, and always welcome (Ruimy 2019). 
However, Frémaux did not say whether Cannes would have waived its theatrical rule had 
the film been completed in time (Ruimy 2019). Netflix was characteristically active in its 
acquisitions, securing festival prize-winners Atlantics and I Lost My Body, even as it 
retained a frosty distance from most of the festival’s official events (D’Alessandro 2019). 
Despite this, the platform and the existential threat it posed remained the source of 
industry chatter. Frémaux fielded near-constant questions about the festival’s relationship 
with Netflix and streaming content. Director Pedro Almodóvar voiced his support for the 
                                                        
13 The Irishman would premiere in November as the opening night gala screening of the 57th New 




festival’s position, but jury president Alejandro Iñárritu defended Netflix by saying, 
“Why not give people the choice to experience cinema? We are all letting this medium 
die, and just becoming a franchise-entertainment park. And if those studios, distributors, 
and exhibitors don’t find a way forward, Netflix will eat them alive” (Coyle 2019). As 
AP film critic Jake Coyle wryly observed, “Netflix isn’t absent at Cannes. It’s 
everywhere” (Coyle 2019). 
 Netflix continued to funnel its premieres to Venice, using the festival to premiere 
The Laundromat and Marriage Story in the festival’s main competition, and The King 
(directed by David Michôd) out of competition (Wiseman 2019a). The theater owners 
again objected, perhaps realizing that their new distribution law was not strict enough to 
force Netflix to abandon Venice as it had Cannes, and called for the festivals to stand 
together against the platform: “The cooperation between the main events (Cannes, 
Venice, Berlin), all facing Netflix with a united front, could once again compel the 
platform to reconsider its position” (Wiseman 2019b). Barbera rebuffed them, claiming, 
“It’s not my job to reply to them. I’m not here to tell Netflix or exhibitors what they 
should do” (Vivarelli 2019). 
 However, Netflix was showing signs of softening its position on theatrical 
windows, extending its exclusive, limited theatrical runs for Oscar contenders Marriage 
Story and The Irishman to a full month before releasing the films on the platform in 
December. Additionally, Netflix cultivated publicity by making splashy moves to 
showcase the films in New York, purchasing the single-screen Paris Theater and 




Belasco, to screen The Irishman once a day (Fleming 2019). The moves were so 
exaggerated as to seem satirical: Netflix, accused of killing the theatrical experience, 
responded by salvaging a floundering arthouse theater and even invading the realm of 
theatre itself. However, Netflix also seemed to tacitly acknowledge the value of theatrical 
runs, which served to generate publicity for the films before their streaming releases and 
provide the choice to audiences that Sarandos was so fond of championing (if, in this 
instance, largely confined to large cities with arthouse theaters, like New York).  
 Though Cannes and Netflix had yet to reach a formal compromise, Netflix was 
also making headway with the French film and television industry through a strategic 
“charm offensive,” which included the opening of a production “hub” in Paris, the 
creation of pipelines for emerging French content creators, and twenty French originals in 
varying stages of development and production (Epstein 2020). Netflix’s actions also 
reflected both a goodwill effort and a response to a new law under consideration by the 
French government that would require streaming platforms to “re-invest 25% of their 
French revenue back into locally-produced European content in return for the right to 
stream in to the territory”; Netflix was engaging in negotiations over this and the 
country’s strict theatrical windowing law, acknowledging that they were willing to 
compromise and participate, rather than evading the country’s regulations (Goodfellow 
2020a). At a party celebrating the opening of the platform’s new Paris office, French 
culture minister Franck Riester said “It hasn’t always been easy between Netflix and 
France. At first, there were reservations, suspicions and mistakes on both sides…but in 




new chapter in our relationship” (Goodfellow 2020a). Netflix was now no longer an 
external threat to the French industry, but integrating itself into that industry. Absent 
from the celebratory bash were Netflix’s chief French competitors: the heads of French 
film studio Gaumont and distributor and cinema chain Pathé; the TV and film distributor 
Canal Plus Group; and the Festival de Cannes’s director, Frémaux (Goodfellow 2020a). 
 
Conclusion 
 On February 9, 2020, Bong Joon-ho accomplished what Cuarón, the prior year, 
could not: Bong’s new film, Parasite, received the Academy Award for Best Picture, the 
first non-English language film to win the award (Giorgis 2020). Parasite had also 
received the Palm d’Or at the 2019 Festival de Cannes, eligible for the competition as the 
film was theatrically distributed worldwide. Though one Hollywood Reporter suggested 
that Bong’s decision to partner with a theatrical distributor was driven by Okja’s chilly 
reception in Cannes, in which a technical glitch delayed the film and the Netflix logo was 
roundly booed, Bong declared this was not the case, while admitting that “it’s very much 
better to be talking about the film this time around…because the controversy was so 
severe, it was an exhausting experience” (Siegel 2020a; Utichi 2020). However, Bong 
also relayed anecdotes from Noah Baumbach, whose experience with his second Netflix 
film, Marriage Story, assured Bong that “Netflix is now more flexible, so Marriage Story 
is showing for longer in theaters, exclusively, before streaming. I think at the time, 2017, 
the feeling was it was too early. I really want to work with Netflix again, if I have a 




my director’s cut, which is quite rare in this industry” (Utichi 2020). 
 The experience of Bong Joon-ho underscores the shifting ground between Netflix 
and the film festivals, as each was forced to adapt to the other’s strictures and economic 
interests. For Netflix, the use of its overwhelming resources to cultivate auteur-driven 
cinema like Okja provided immediate credibility and potential access to premier sites like 
Cannes and Venice. However, the platform could not overcome the obstinacy of the 
French film and television industry, which rallied to protect its own established 
ecosystem under the auspices of the guardianship of cinema itself. This forced Netflix to 
find new, less-restrictive avenues to generate credibility — ultimately turning to the 
festival in Venice, which embraced Netflix to position itself as more progressive than its 
rival. Netflix eventually pivoted itself, loosening its stance on theatrical release and 
assimilating itself into the French industry. 
 Additionally, as the next chapter will examine, the festivals were forced to 
grapple with another “new operator”: television, which had appropriated the 
characteristics (and, most crucially, auteurs) of art cinema. Netflix represented a blurring 
of the boundaries between film and television even when certain discourses tried to 
reinforce them as binaries, as illustrated by an anecdote from the 2019 Festival de 
Cannes. Quentin Tarantino, a Cannes alumnus and former Palm d’Or recipient, arrived to 
showcase his new film Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood. At the film’s premiere 
screening, Tarantino turned to the assembled crowd of press and onlookers and 
exclaimed, “Vive le cinema!” (Coyle 2019). Coyle declared it Tarantino’s “widescreen 




exuberant show of solidarity to the festival that had laid claim to the preservation of that 
tradition (Coyle 2019). Four months later, it was announced that Tarantino was 
contemplating a new extended, episodic cut of the film. As he had done with his previous 
feature, The Hateful Eight (2015), Tarantino would use extra footage to re-edit the film 
into a miniseries, playing with form in a way that Tarantino said he found “really 
intriguing,” and that Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood star Brad Pitt called “the best of 
both worlds” (Sharf 2019b). The idea had been proposed to him by the series’ distributor, 





Netflix, Quality Television and the Film Festival Network 
	
	
On February 1, 2013, Netflix released its flagship original drama House of Cards, 
capitalizing on the growing popularity of “bingewatching” by dropping an entire season 
of a critically-acclaimed, star-studded drama into its subscribers’ Netflix feeds (Tryon 
2015). Just a few weeks earlier, the Sundance Channel had premiered an original limited 
series, Top of the Lake, at its corporate sibling, the Sundance Film Festival. The screening 
marked the first time that the Sundance Film Festival, which had strategically cultivated a 
reputation for embracing innovative visual storytelling across emerging technologies, 
formally embraced the decades-old medium of television. The screening seemed blessed 
not only by corporate synergy but by the series’ indie pedigree: Top of the Lake was 
created by renowned indie filmmaker Jane Campion, the award-winning director of The 
Piano (Wilson 2013). The Sundance Channel used the festival as a platform to garner 
critical acclaim and marketing buzz for its submission to the growing influx of prestige 
television that, just two years later, would lead FX chief John Landgraaf to dub it the era 
of “Peak TV” (Lynch 2018). In May of 2013, HBO — the premium cable channel known 
as a hub for talented TV creators, and for the exclusive stable of prestige fare that had 
come to emblemize modern Quality Television — premiered three made-for-television 
features at the 66th Festival de Cannes, including Steven Soderbergh’s Liberace biopic 
Behind the Candelabra (Blake 2013). Within six months, Quality Television had invaded 





The emergence of Quality Television at prestigious film festivals was framed as a 
mark of TV’s evolution as an art form — as if, finally and begrudgingly, episodic 
television had achieved creative heights worthy of the festivals’ consideration. This 
perception belied the industrial factors that fueled and enabled this new movement. The 
commercial indie film market that both Sundance and Cannes were, to varying degrees, 
designed to cultivate, had declined concomitantly with the rise of prestige television 
series as a programming (and thus, a branding) strategy for premium television, basic 
cable channels and, eventually, streaming platforms. The series were couched in the 
discourses and references of arthouse cinema, from the promise of creative autonomy for 
storytellers to the aesthetic and narrative tropes that echoed those popular among arthouse 
and festival films. Increasingly hungry for content and the promotional hook provided by 
pedigreed creatives, television began poaching the indie filmmakers themselves. For 
filmmakers like Fincher, Soderbergh and Campion, passion projects like Behind the 
Candelabra were increasingly unviable at studios that rarely invested in mid-budget 
prestige fare, choosing instead to position low-budget star vehicles as their low-risk 
prestige bets, or within a similarly contracting independent film market plagued by 
shrinking budgets and sliver-thin profit margins. Television promised both artistic 
freedom and financial resources. This development created a profound crisis of the film 
festivals’ function and identity. Though they performed different roles within the film 
festival network, festivals like Cannes and Sundance conceptualized themselves as 
keepers of the art of cinema, discrete from the commercial populism of television. 




relevance. By 2013, the influx of festival auteurs to television meant that the festivals 
could no longer ignore television completely.  
In this chapter, I examine the integration of television into the highest echelons of 
the film festival circuit. I argue that the Quality Television discourse that conflates film 
and television enabled this integration, but that festivals’ imperfect incorporation of 
television only serves to underscore the industrial factors that distinguish the two media. 
Using Netflix’s venture into television as a case study, I examine the construction of 
authorship using a historical framework, examining how labor played a role in this 
conception dating back to the classic era of the Hollywood studios and early television. I 
then describe how the discourses of Quality Television, while often belying the collective 
nature of television production by positioning it as auteur-driven, were utilized by film 
festivals as they began to incorporate television, then institutionalize it through festival 
sidebars and spinoff events. Finally, I consider the ways in which Netflix uses festivals as 
a launchpad for its original series by deploying discourses of arthouse and independent 
film, and the artistic reputations of its signature creators.  
I use the term Quality Television throughout the chapter not as a judgment on the 
series’ value, but as the scholarly description that characterizes certain eras and types of 
programming: first, the era defined by MTM Productions in the 1970s and 1980s, with 
shows like The Mary Tyler Moore Show (CBS, 1970–1977), Hill Street Blues (NBC, 
1981–1987) and St. Elsewhere (NBC, 1982–1988); then, the HBO series of the late 1990s 
and 2000s, beginning with The Sopranos (HBO, 1999–2007); and finally, the influx of 




to differentiate themselves as television outlets proliferated in the late 2000s and 2010s, 
the era of “Peak TV.” Quality Television would be characterized as auteur-driven and 
provocative, two traditional characteristics of indie and arthouse films produced outside 
of the commercial film industry; now, these traits were purposefully and strategically 
appropriated by the television industry. This would force film festivals to twist their 
characterization of authorship, independence and artistry as they struggled to embrace a 
deeply-industrialized medium. 
  
The Decline of the Indie Film Market and the Rise of Auteur TV 
 As noted in Chapter 1, the “Sundance-Miramax Era” of the 1990s and early 2000s 
represented a robust market for independent filmmakers and shaped an “indie film 
culture” whose sensibility would continue to permeate mainstream films (Newman 
2011). Though the market was in clear decline by the mid-2000s, the financial crisis of 
2008 further destabilized it (Perren 2013a; Cieply 2010). By the late 2000s, many studios 
had shuttered their specialty “indie” labels and shifted resources to big-budget tentpoles, 
increasingly relying on “fewer expensive releases and safer bets” (Cieply 2010). The 
studios’ transition echoed the turn from edgy auteur fare to blockbusters in the late 1970s, 
which had prompted Redford to launch the Sundance Institute. Established and “guerilla” 
distributors entered the next decade scrambling to cobble together new distribution 
models in what The New York Times termed “a rebuilding phase for independent film” 
(Cieply 2010).  




Entertainment, in 2008, its early distribution strategy proved prescient. Just as Netflix de-
emphasized box office totals for Red Envelope releases, acknowledging that its primary 
goal was to grow awareness for its independent offerings targeted to Netflix subscribers, 
indie distributors prioritized various small ancillary revenue streams each designed to 
bolster the other, raising the film’s profile and potential profitability. A limited (if any) 
theatrical release would be supplemented by a rapid or simultaneous digital VOD release, 
TV deals with outlets such as IFC or Sundance Channel, and even “sales to airlines and, 
often, screenings for political, religious or other groups, often with appearances by the 
writer, director and cast” (Cieply 2010). As The New York Times noted, the latter often 
helped to boost DVD sales — but the market for physical media had also plateaued, 
exacerbated by the explosion of streaming media (Cieply 2010). By 2013, Filmmaker 
magazine argued, “As the box office data shows and many indie makers know, the 
theatrical release serves increasingly as a loss leader, a valuable platform to promote a 
work and gain all-important name recognition” (Rosen 2013). For many rising indie 
filmmakers, this recognition was the primary reason to promote their work throughout the 
film festival network, a heavy outlay of their time and labor that would ideally result in 
commercial distribution; increasingly, recognition was the most they could hope for even 
with a distribution deal. With a thinner profit margin, film budgets shrank accordingly; 
The New York Times noted that indie sales agent John Sloss counseled indie producers 
“who routinely spent $12 million on a film five years ago…to keep their budgets to a 
third of that” (Cieply 2010). Even studio-produced “indie blockbusters” kept their 




which won the Golden Lion at Venice, with the ballet drama Black Swan for Fox 
Searchlight, receiving only $13 million to produce the film, less than half of his proposed 
budget (Wong 2011; Aronofsky 2010). The market for indie films, even those by 
acclaimed indie filmmakers, was increasingly precarious.  
 The destabilization of the indie film market corresponded to the rise of a new era 
of Quality Television that repositioned television using the discourses of indie and 
arthouse cinema: authored, provocative, and appealing to exclusive and discerning 
viewers. Prestige film festivals, which had long situated themselves as the premier 
platforms for cinematic art that defied formula, would be forced to reconsider their 
antipathy to a medium they had long considered the realm of blandly popular and overtly 
commercial fare.  
Furthermore, film festivals’ celebration of the auteur allowed these sites to further 
position cinema as the realm of visionary artists, as opposed to the commercial and 
collaborative medium of television, in which content was overseen by corporate 
executives. However, the conception of film and television authorship was inextricably 
rooted not just in artistry but in industry, a function of labor practices that dated back to 
the Hollywood studio system and the uneasy integration of television creators into 
Hollywood’s labor force. As Banks (2015) demonstrates, the complex labor dynamics of 
the burgeoning Hollywood studio system unexpectedly played a key role in the 
conceptualization of film and television creators as artists. Banks examines the 
unionization of screenwriters in the 1920s and 1930s as screenwriters, treated merely as 




“uniform working conditions” and to stop “the capricious allocation of credits” that often 
robbed writers of proper attribution for their work (43–46). Though the writers were 
employed under studio contracts, the producers tried to frame the writers as individual 
artists rather than employees as a union-busting tactic: “At the heart of the argument 
against the SWG [Screen Writers Guild] was the definition of writers’ labor: were they 
artists or workers? …Paradoxically, the idea of declaring their writers to be artists was 
the best legal option available to the studios. By elevating their scribes to a seemingly 
sublime status, the studios also managed to deprive writers of their bargaining power” 
(56). As Banks reveals, even broad philosophical notions of artistry were impacted by 
(and often rooted in) industrial manipulation.    
The emergence of television represented an exciting infusion of writers into the 
Guild; as Banks writes, the SWG fought back the Dramatists Guild, The Radio Writers 
Guild and a burgeoning Television Writers Guild for control of the new market (2015, 
128–131). However, the SWG also discovered fissures between the two industries that 
complicated matters. For the studio screenwriters, producers were combatants in 
collective bargaining, while in television, many writers also had a producer’s credit, 
defining their roles as writers-producers (121). The film writers were wary of split 
loyalties among these “hyphenates” (121). Additionally, as Banks notes, “writers who 
had hyphenate positions on series had significantly more creative control than 
screenwriters had ever had on film sets,” making hyphenates the closest thing to authors 
in the collaborative medium of television (140). Meanwhile, as noted in the previous 




rearticulate cinema as the artistic vision of the director, which only further distinguished 
cinema from television (Ostrowska 2016). 
 Banks’ examination of film and television writers illustrates a crucial fact: the 
discursive construction of authorship and artistry in film and television is frequently 
underpinned by industrial factors like labor relations. Further, conflating film with 
television, particularly in relation to the laborers who create them, masks essential 
differences between the two industries, as the integration of television writers into the 
Screen Writers Guild proved. Conceptions of artistic vision and creative autonomy would 
drive the discourse of Quality Television, and eventually the festivals that incorporated it, 
but they often obscured pragmatic industrial underpinnings.  
 The “hyphenate” would remain the creative paradigm within television. Feuer 
characterized the first era of Quality Television, pioneered by independent studios like 
MTM Enterprises in the 1970s, which would in the 1980s and 1990s generate a wave of 
writer-producers trained by “The Quality Factory” of MTM (Thompson 1996, 15, 46). 
Additionally, their series would reinforce the conception of quality programming as 
“more complex than other types of programming,” inter-generic, attractive to “upscale, 
well-educated, urban-dwelling young viewers,” and, ultimately, “not ‘regular’ TV” (13–
15). As Thompson further claims, “a few” veteran TV hyphenates had built a reputation 
for Quality, such as Hill Street Blues co-creator Steven Bochco (Hill Street Blues) (14). 
But the “quality pedigree” was nearly automatic for “artists whose reputations were made 
in other, classier media, like film,” such as Twin Peaks co-creator David Lynch (14).  




obliterated formula and forged the possibility of an auteurist vision of television. Further, 
she describes the series’ impact as a split in the foundations of the television industry, 
creating a new paradigm of storytelling grounded in the modern (3). Her description of 
television writers in the era preceding Twin Peaks, while notably informed by her 
experience writing for television, provides a bleak portrait of network oversight: “As 
toilers within the prevailing pre-Peaks televisual culture [writers] were expected to 
participate in certain unwritten, extremely repressive, and culturally disconnected 
practices,” practices that she characterizes under the descriptor of “formula” (4). She 
argues that the element that allowed Lynch to break from these practices was an 
unprecedented level of creative autonomy. “The freedom [Lynch] modeled contrasts with 
the constricted practices of manufactured story product that is disposable, mechanical, 
and divorced from modern ideas of the real, despite its sophisticated technological use of 
the medium of television” (4). Lynch, she claimed, could accomplish this in part because 
he was not particularly a fan or consumer of television — just an artist intrigued by its 
creative possibilities (33). 
 In order to bolster Twin Peaks’ status as a pioneer in the field of auteur television 
— and, particularly, to exalt Lynch’s vision as singular and prophetic — Nochimson 
positions Lynch as a lonely warrior against the stolid mechanisms of broadcast television. 
As Thompson writes, TV critics similarly latched onto Lynch as an unexpected auteur of 
television: “They gushed on about the show, finding it different from regular TV and 
therefore excellent, and they became fascinated by the quirky oddness of its creator. 




reported the romantic idiosyncrasies of this mysterious genius who had come along and 
given them something else to write about besides sitcoms and cop shows” (1996, 154).  
But as Thompson notes, ABC purposefully gambled on Lynch for his creative vision, 
providing him with freedom as a tactic to find programming that was “more different and 
more unexpected” in its strategy to overtake NBC as the home for innovative broadcast 
programming (152). Twin Peaks premiered on Sunday, April 8, 1990 before shifting later 
that week to its regular Thursday night spot against NBC’s acclaimed and highly-rated 
sitcom Cheers (NBC, 1982–1993) and a short-lived rookie sitcom scheduled to trail off 
of the aging hit, Grand (NBC, 1990);14 the sitcoms were followed at 9:00pm by NBC’s 
then-flagship Quality drama, L.A. Law (NBC, 1986–1994).  
As the networks battled to redefine quality, “the traditional, old-fashioned 
programming was now being used as the definition of what they didn’t want” (Thompson 
1996, 153). However, while Lynch provided a refreshing perspective, he was also 
partnered with an established TV hyphenate, Hill Street Blues veteran Mark Frost, to 
ensure his smooth transition to television. Additionally, Lynch directed just five of the 
series’ thirty episodes as he hopped between the show and film projects (155). 
Nochimson claims that there were creative differences between Lynch and his 
collaborators, arguing that “neither Frost nor ABC understood that Lynch was not 
working within the strictures of story product” (2019, 32) (further, she claims that the 
Lynch-directed episodes were demonstrably superior to the rest as a way of maintaining 
                                                        





his primacy, arguing even that the sound design in his episodes was better than the rest) 
(45). But Thompson claims that ABC was “delighted” by the cachet the series generated, 
even as its low ratings made a second season renewal precarious (1996, 158–9). Though 
Lynch’s influence was undeniable, the critical and scholarly discourses that position Twin 
Peaks as uniquely his, particularly as a way to elevate the series beyond “regular 
television,” belie the reality of the series’ production and authorship. 
 Nochimson would designate The Sopranos (HBO, 1999–2007) as the next great 
“auteur” series. The Sopranos was immediately celebrated as something new and 
revolutionary, more narratively and thematically akin to cinema than to existing TV 
dramas. The critical praise was so extraordinary that Saturday Night Live “did a skit 
about the reviews of The Sopranos that were so ridiculously good for a TV show that it 
was way out of the ordinary” (Huver 2019). This rhapsodic praise also made note of the 
singular and uncompromising vision of the series’ creator, David Chase, who claimed 
Twin Peaks as an influence and said that he “hated television” in a way that obscured his 
own background as a television writer (Biskind 2007). Carolyn Strauss, then-president of 
HBO Entertainment, claimed that Chase “had worked very hard in the network system 
for many years, and he knew which rules to observe, which he might be able to break” 
(Biskind 2007). HBO was applauded (and, in the aforementioned quote, applauding 
itself) for giving Chase the leeway and resources to break them.  
 HBO would ultimately pioneer this new era of Quality Television, shaped not just 
by its programming but by its own differentiation of itself from the practices and models 




the pedigree of HBO’s celebrated creators, most of whom were veterans of broadcast 
television within the long tradition of creative hyphenates, while also ignoring obvious 
television referents for series positioned as examples of HBO’s innovative approach to 
programming. Top of the Lake director Jane Campion cited HBO’s Deadwood (HBO, 
2004–2006) as the series that inspired her to consider working in television, calling it 
“the most exciting thing I’ve seen anywhere” and evidence of a “revolution going on” 
within the medium (Wilson 2013). Emblematic of HBO’s brand of gritty and provocative 
series, Deadwood also sat squarely within one of television’s oldest genres, the Western, 
and its creator David Milch had emerged from “The Quality Factory” as a TV writer at 
MTM (Thompson 1996, 47). 
Furthermore, Feuer (2007) argues that while HBO’s series were acclaimed as 
aesthetically revolutionary and unlike anything on television, they were in fact 
purposefully and specifically referencing the aesthetics of arthouse cinema, which further 
served to cultivate the discourse of HBO as cinematic, elevated television, while also 
hailing arthouse cinema aficionados as television programming worthy of their attention. 
Certain narrative tropes that Wong defines as common in art or festival films 
— intertextuality, narrative ambiguity, an emphasis on realism and broad philosophical 
themes of “pain, death, loss and questions” — also manifested in HBO series, further 
underscoring the overlapping taste cultures (Wong 2011, 73–79). In addition, the growing 
stable of Quality series emphasized serialization, crafting intricate stories that required 
the audience’s investment. As Brunsdon (2010) argues, the concept of “bingewatching” 




Wire (HBO, 2002–2008) as a series whose quality and serialization prompted viewers to 
consume it in large doses through DVD box sets. Bingeability was a mark of quality and 
storytelling, though it would become a more mainstream practice through Netflix’s 
streaming platform, and its eventual competitors like Amazon and Hulu. In addition to 
rearticulating the concept of serialized storytelling away from more feminized, 
“lowbrow” forms of television like soap operas or reality shows, it also positioned the 
text as akin to a supersized-movie (Newman and Levine 2012; Baker 2017). Series 
creators began to speak of their shows as “x-hour movies,” a trope that became 
particularly pervasive as writers or directors used to making theatrical films shifted to 
television (Setoodeh 2019).  
While its aesthetic and narrative characteristics hailed specific taste cultures, 
HBO’s premium subscription model reinforced a sense of highbrow exclusivity to its 
subscribers. As the television landscape continued to splinter, competitors in both 
premium cable, like Showtime and Starz, and basic cable channels like AMC and FX 
began to invest in HBO-style Quality programming. ABC’s short-lived experiment with 
Twin Peaks showed the limitations of arthouse-style series on broadcast television, which 
financially necessitated the broadest possible viewership; however, cable channels could 
thrive on niche, prestige fare that reached a demographically desirable audience, which 
also gave writers the freedom to pitch provocative, challenging series (Prudom 2014). 
The descriptors of indie or arthouse films now served as markers of Quality Television; 
crucially, however, while those markers were used in indie films to signal the authors’ 




it, in television those markers were the product of the industry itself, a branding strategy 
deployed for profit. The intersection was embedded enough that SundanceTV 
transitioned from a subscription-based lineup of independent films to an ad-supported 
mix of films and original Quality series like Top of the Lake and Rectify (SundanceTV, 
2013–2016) without sacrificing its indie brand identity. 
 Netflix’s streaming platform had yielded data that indicated its subscribers were 
avid consumers of Quality series, and Netflix would take credit for boosting the ratings of 
AMC’s dramas Mad Men (AMC, 2007–2015) and Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008–2015) as 
subscribers binged early seasons on Netflix, then tuned in for the series’ new seasons on 
AMC (Sarandos 2015). The platform’s first original series, the Norwegian co-production 
Lilyhammer (Netflix, 2012–2014), palpably evoked The Sopranos by featuring Steven 
Van Zandt, a member of The Sopranos ensemble, as an Italian mobster relocated to 
Norway as part of the witness protection program. Netflix’s first solo original series, 
House of Cards, checked every desirable Quality box. The platform outbid HBO for the 
rights to House of Cards with the promise of a two-season pickup and an added 
sweetener: the ability to craft a season that could be consumed as a single text, a creative 
challenge that director David Fincher would cite as a particular draw (Bond 2011; Abele 
2013). The series marked the first creative foray into television for Fincher, a renowned 
film director and one of the series’ executive producers. Fincher described the appeal of 
Netflix in ways that echoed the discourses of HBO in the decade prior: “This isn't TV, 
because we don't have the studio, we don't have standards and practices, we don't have 




have people militating against collective disinterest. I wanted to create an environment 
where you go in, point at the left field wall and swing as hard as you can” (Fincher qtd. in 
Abele 2013). Notably, Fincher was speaking not just for himself, but for the stable of 
House of Cards directors that he had helped to select; like Lynch, Fincher directed the 
pilot and a small selection of episodes before handing the series off to other directors, the 
common practice of television. And like Lynch, Fincher was centered to promote the 
creative pedigree rather than his co-executive producer and writer Beau Willimon, the 
hyphenate who served as the showrunner for House of Cards. 
Like Fincher, Soderbergh had first turned to television as an experiment, creating 
and directing the hybrid HBO series K Street (HBO, 2013) and executive-producing the 
short-lived series Unscripted (HBO, 2005). Soderbergh returned to HBO after an 
unsuccessful attempt to produce Behind the Candelabra as a studio film at Warner Bros. 
(Siegel 2013). Soderbergh also suggested that creatively risky work was perhaps better 
suited to television: “Maybe that’s why [the film] is a better fit for HBO because their 
model is different. That’s why for them I think this was a no-brainer. In essence as soon 
as they announced they were doing it, they won. Hopefully people will watch it and like 
it and it’ll work for them in that regard, but in having this experience and talking to 
[David] Fincher about House of Cards, suddenly the subscription model seems really 
appealing” (Blake 2013). Promoting Behind the Candelabra at Cannes, Soderbergh spoke 
disparagingly of studio interference as stifling any kind of challenging cinema, and 
claimed that he was considering leaving filmmaking behind entirely for television (Siegel 




to appeal to discerning viewers lured to HBO or Netflix by Quality fare. Additionally, the 
explosion of platforms trying to cultivate a Quality brand created a free-for-all for 
creators to provide content. By 2015, enough indie auteurs had begun creating episodic 
content for premium, cable and streaming platforms that Filmmaker magazine posed the 
question: “Is TV Killing Independent Film?” (Kaufman 2015) Once again, the labor 
market provided the answer. As producer Helen Estabrook claimed, “The dirty secret 
about independent producing is that it doesn’t pay anything. So you can say that all these 
people are moving to television. Or you can say that they’re finally getting some money 
for their work” (Kaufman 2015). Further, producer Christine Vachon noted, “We are 
watching all these series where characters are allowed to be ambiguous and unlikeable, so 
I think a lot of filmmakers are thinking, ‘I can either make my movie for a penny because 
it’s so provocative, or I can go to TV where the provocativeness is encouraged and 
embraced” (Kaufman 2015).  
 
Film Festivals and Quality Television 
Prestige film festivals could discount Quality Television when it was still a 
movement largely populated by TV hyphenates like Chase15 and Milch, but as 
filmmakers like Soderbergh and Fincher began to work in television, the festivals were 
forced to reconsider its inclusion. In particular, the auteur-centric programming strategies 
                                                        
15 For all the discourse of The Sopranos as groundbreaking, cinematic television, it did not screen at a 
major film festival throughout its run. However, a 20th anniversary “The Sopranos Film Festival” was 
held in 2019 at New York’s IFC Center and a prequel film Newark is scheduled for a September 2020 
theatrical release that may align with fall festivals like Venice, Telluride or Toronto (IFC Center, n.d.; 




that had dominated the festival slates now backed them into a corner; though their alumni 
often received an automatic invitation to showcase their next project, increasingly those 
auteurs were working in television. The presentation of Quality Television within the 
discursive framework of arthouse cinema gave the festivals a way to position the series, 
providing them precious screening slots and bestowing the artistic capital that came with 
them — but the festivals often took the step of discursively collapsing the distinction 
between film and television itself even further to justify their selection. As the “Peak TV” 
era began to generate waves of high-quality series, the festivals also exerted their 
traditional curative function by highlighting those that they deemed worthiest of public 
and critical consideration, and outlets began to seek out festival slots as a prime 
marketing tool for their new series. 
 The festivals would largely echo Thompson’s distinction that the Quality 
Television they showcased was unlike “regular TV” by virtue of its reflexivity to the 
arthouse cinema they were used to programming. In 2017, Michael Lerman, the curator 
of the Toronto international Film Festival’s new “Primetime” sidebar, claimed, 
“television, both in format and in what stories we’re telling, is becoming more 
cinematic,” noting that the popularity of series such as Transparent and Black Mirror at 
Toronto made “clear that TIFF had room for all forms of cinematic entertainment” for its 
audience of “cineastes” (TIFF 2017). As Newman and Levine (2012) have argued, the 
positioning of television as cinematic was a way of legitimating the form; for the film 
festivals, it was a way of discursively conflating television with cinema in a manner 




 This positioning of television would be repeated at premier international festivals 
to justify not just the inclusion of television, but its institutionalization through dedicated 
events and sidebars. In 2015, Berlinale became the first A-list festival to create a branded 
strand devoted to television. The festival had emerged in the post-war era in which film 
festivals were oriented around nationalism and political ideology, and the festival was 
initially designed “as a Western cultural showcase to the East” and to help revive the 
devastated German film industry (de Valck 2007, 51–52). As with Cannes and Venice, 
the Berlinale evolved into a prestigious showcase for world cinema and one of the 
festival network’s premier sites. On the new “Berlinale Series” sidebar’s website, 
Berlinale congratulated itself for its own progressive adoption of the format even as it 
furthered the discourse of television as only now worthy of artistic consideration: “With 
the establishment of Berlinale Series in 2015, the Berlinale, as the first A-festival 
worldwide, did justice to changing viewing habits and the growing significance of serial 
storytelling acknowledging the many important aesthetic-artistical, dramaturgical and 
formal developments of audiovisual storytelling taking place in this field” (International 
Filmfestspiele Berlinale, n.d.). The evocation of “changing viewing habits,” which 
clearly referenced the new on-demand, “binge” model of television consumption, made 
the comparison implicit: television was now more like cinema. Just to make the link clear 
and reinforce the series’ worthiness, the festival noted that “creative visions, budget and 
the talent involved are already on a par with film productions” (International 
Filmfestspiele Berlinale, n.d.).  




devoted to television whose selections screen during the festival itself — provided 
episodic content with the cachet of appearing as part of the official festival, its series 
selections woven throughout the festival’s larger schedule of film screenings and events. 
By 2019, the Series program was considered a vital “launch pad” for European scripted 
series, with Netflix using it to premiere global originals such as its first Swedish original 
series, Quicksand (Dams 2019; White 2019). The sidebar’s showcase of international 
(primarily European) series intended for global distribution mirrored the festival’s 
approach to film selections, incorporating television into its larger purview. 
Berlinale’s Series sidebar was established a year after two prominent North 
American festivals created their own series spotlights, Toronto through its “Primetime” 
Programme (2014) and SXSW through an “Episodic” section (2014). The Toronto 
International Film Festival (TIFF) represented a more overtly industrial festival, as its 
timing each fall made it a prime showcase for studio-produced or acquired Oscar 
contenders (in addition to its global arthouse selections). SXSW had a more nuanced 
brand; the sprawling festival incorporated several intersecting disciplines, with festival 
tracks for Music (established in 1987), Film (1994) and Interactive (1994) (SXSW, n.d.). 
Though corporate interests were omnipresent — creative “brand activations” among 
media and consumer brands alike are a competitive sport at each year’s festival — its 
film track sat within the (perceived) Sundance model of scrappy, shoestring indie 
filmmaking, if punctuated by quirky studio premieres (Monllos 2019). SXSW’s inaugural 
Episodic sidebar in 2014 featured a line-up of all-new series, including Silicon Valley 




Odyssey (Fox, 2014), Deadbeat (Hulu, 2014–16), From Dusk Till Dawn: The Series (El 
Rey, 2014–16), and Halt and Catch Fire (AMC, 2014–17) (Willmore 2014). SXSW’s 
Director of Film Janet Pierson claimed, “We look for specific voices with something 
different about them, or something that crosses over with the interactive people or music, 
or something with edginess or subversiveness. It was very easy this year. Among all of 
these admissions there were these six quality shows that made perfect sense to us” 
(Willmore 2014). As Pierson’s comments indicate, the qualities of arthouse cinema — 
including “edginess” and a “subversive” approach to storytelling — had become markers 
of prestige television recognizable even within the output of major distributors, from 
premium channels like HBO and Showtime to streamers like Hulu and even a 
broadcaster, FOX. This allowed SXSW to incorporate the work of major distributors in a 
way that did not contradict its own “subversive” identity.  
This tension between an “indie” spirit and the corporate nature of TV production 
also manifested itself at Sundance, which did not create a unique space for television 
until 2018. Mirroring its own festival mythology, Sundance’s “Indie Episodic” sidebar 
was created to showcase independent, undistributed episodic content. Director of 
programming Trevor Groth said, “The ultimate goal of the section was ‘trying to create a 
bit of a market around this work like we did for film back in the late ‘80s, early ‘90s and 
you saw this whole industry grow up around it. I think the same thing will happen with 
the episodic work. Whether its connected to the film space or becomes its own industry, 
we don’t know, but we want to help stimulate it as much as we can’” (Olsen 2017). Of 




emerging or undistributed work (including the Banff World Media Festival, RealScreen, 
and MipTV, among many others). But Sundance’s status did lend its Indie Episodic 
selections more dedicated publicity than they would likely receive at the existing TV 
marketplaces, and notably, the strand was partially populated by indie filmmakers like 
documentarian Steve James, who debuted (and sold) his docuseries America to Me to 
Starz (Hunt 2019). Typically, indie television was not the only episodic content present at 
Sundance. So many distributors used Sundance to preview their upcoming series that 
Fortune called 2019 “the year TV took over Sundance” (Hunt 2019). As the Sundance 
Institute’s Charlie Sextro noted, this had become unavoidable: “The bottom has fallen out 
of the mid-budget independent film space, so many of our veteran filmmakers, people 
like Steven Soderbergh, Jane Campion, Greg Araki are all working in TV” (Hunt 2019). 
Another prominent American festival, the Tribeca Film Festival in New York 
City, institutionalized television by launching a spinoff event, the Tribeca TV Festival, in 
2017. The Tribeca Film Festival had been founded in 2001 by Robert De Niro, Jane 
Rosenthal and Craig Hatkoff as both a showcase for independent cinema and a 
revitalizing economic and cultural force for the neighborhood after the attacks of 
September 11, 2001 (Tribeca Film Festival, n.d.). The festival quickly became a premier 
site on the festival network, situated in April between SXSW and Cannes. Tribeca 
branded itself as a showcase for American indie filmmakers in the vein of SXSW and 
Sundance, which also served to triangulate Tribeca as the hip, downtown alternative to 
the New York Film Festival, a showcase for foreign and arthouse films held each fall at 




complement to the annual spring film festival and, as Tribeca Enterprises EVP Paula 
Weinstein argued, served as both a natural evolution and a response to popular demand: 
“Tribeca first put their toes in the television waters with the screening of the finale of 
Friends in 2004. For the last two years, we’ve been very active having an extremely 
strong part of the film festival…Our audience kept asking us if we were going to do this 
and we decided this year, yes, we would” (Otterson 2017). Launching a television festival 
under the Tribeca imprimatur lent the spinoff and its selections the cultural capital of the 
popular and prestigious film festival and suggested that television had become worthy of 
its own high-profile celebration. It also ghettoized episodic content by largely separating 
it from the flagship event, though the barriers remained malleable. Tribeca programmed 
several series as part of the 2018 and 2019 film festival, including The Staircase (Netflix, 
2018), Cobra Kai (YouTube Red, 2018– ), Drunk History (Comedy Central, 2013– ), 
Tuca & Bertie (Netflix, 2019), The Boys (Amazon, 2019– ) and Chernobyl (HBO, 2019). 
The premieres were likely scheduled to publicize spring and summer release dates, 
making them better timed to the spring festival. 
The Tribeca TV Festival’s inaugural selections also underscored the difficulty in 
integrating television in such a way that maintained a cohesive brand identity, especially 
for festivals invested in cultivating indie creators (and thus, indie credibility). The first 
Tribeca TV Festival in 2017 mixed high-profile broadcast series like Will & Grace 
(NBC, 1998–2005, 2017–2020), Gotham (FOX, 2014–2019) and Designated Survivor 
(ABC, 2016–2018; Netflix, 2019); prestige cable series Queen Sugar (OWN, 2016– ) and 




PillowTalk (Blackpills, 2017– ) and Ryan Hanson Solves Crimes on Television (YouTube 
Red, 2017– ). Crucially, every selection was industrially situated by a network, cable or 
streaming distributor, if with varying levels of mainstream notoriety; while an indie 
aesthetic in television could mask its industrial support, the lack of truly independent 
content was glaring at a festival whose brand was created to showcase independent talent. 
The following year, the festival expanded to add independent pilots to its lineup of high-
profile screenings and panels (Hayes and Petski 2018).  
Further, while incorporating television was now a virtual requirement for film 
festivals, it also created a logistical problem: how should festivals present long-form, 
serialized content? As IndieWire columnist Liz Shannon Miller argued, festivals had 
usually chosen one of two options: to show certain limited series in their entirety in one 
lengthy bloc, or to select one or two episodes and schedule them into a standard screening 
slot (Miller 2017). But as Miller noted, each presented its own challenges. Full-day 
screenings required critics and attendees to forfeit the opportunity to see several films in 
favor of one series, and a selection only provided “a taste of a show, but sometimes you 
really want the full meal” (Miller 2017). Miller proposed an alternative that, ironically 
enough, replicated the linear schedule of television: a recurring hourlong screening slot at 
the same time each day of the festival, so that festivalgoers could consume a series 
without forfeiting an entire day to a screening. As Miller argued, “If festivals are truly 
going to embrace television, including the serialized nature of the format, finding a [sic] 
optimum methodology to present them is essential. Even Cannes has caved to showing 




The integration of television at the festivals served to underscore, in separate 
ways, the tension between a well-intentioned celebration of artistry in television, and an 
ignorance of or disinterest in the fundamental differences between indie cinema and 
television, both formal and industrial. Unsurprisingly, the festival that seemed least 
interested in meeting television on its own terms was Cannes. As Miller noted, even 
Cannes had “caved” to screening television — to a point. Following the premiere of the 
HBO features in 2013, Cannes only held select, out-of-competition screenings of made-
for-television content on three occasions: Jane Campion’s SundanceTV sequel Top of the 
Lake: China Girl and David Lynch’s Showtime revival Twin Peaks: The Return in 2017, 
and Nicholas Winding Refn’s Amazon series Too Old to Die Young in 2019. Campion, 
Lynch and Refn had all showcased work at the festival before, with Lynch and Campion 
winning the Palm d’Or (for Wild at Heart in 1990 and The Piano in 1993, respectively). 
The festival and the filmmakers worked to discursively justify the series’ inclusion. Refn 
insisted that his series was “a 13-hour movie. It’s not TV! TV is like reality shows and 
news channels. This is the future, which is streaming” (Setoodeh 2019). Of Lynch’s 
return, Frémaux stated, “It’s wonderful to have friends in town who have helped write the 
history of the event. If he had done a two-minute animated documentary we would have 
invited him. The return of David Lynch behind the camera is an event” (Winfrey 2017). 
 Frémaux’s remarks underscored Cannes’ prioritization of its auteurs as primary to 
the medium in which they worked, dismissively positioning short films, documentaries 




when a visionary like Lynch deigned to dabble in them.16 But Lynch had previously been 
booed at Cannes for a television-adjacent project: the Twin Peaks prequel film Fire Walk 
with Me, which was so excoriated at the 1992 festival that Lynch was taunted everywhere 
he went on the Croisette (Velocci 2017). 25 years later, the Cannes screening of Twin 
Peaks: The Return received a lengthy standing ovation, at which Lynch grew noticeably 
emotional (Velocci 2017).    
 The Twin Peaks revival represented a culmination of the Quality Television 
discourse that the original series had pioneered. The revival was not divorced from its 
broadcast roots — Frost was again a crucial collaborator, and it landed at (CBS-owned) 
Showtime thanks in part to Gary S. Levine, the channel’s president of programming and a 
former ABC executive who worked with Frost and Lynch on the original series (Ryan 
2017). Its position on a premium cable platform allowed it to achieve a singularity of 
authorship that was at least more accurate than the mythology surrounding the original. 
The story was crafted by Lynch as a single, 400-page script and broken into episodes 
after shooting, with Lynch directing the entire series (which ultimately doubled in 
planned episode count from 9 to 18) (Ryan 2017). The critically acclaimed series, and its 
rapturous receipt at Cannes, elevated Lynch from auteur-TV pioneer to icon. Two years 
after its Cannes premiere, Cahiers du Cinéma — the publication with a long and storied 
relationship with Cannes, and whose founders helped to revolutionize the festival and the 
conception of auteurism — named Twin Peaks: The Return as the best film of the 2010s 
                                                        
16 Notably, Lynch also directed and starred in a short film titled What Did Jack Do? that premiered in 
2017 at the Fondation Cartier pour l'Art Contemporain. The film was released on Netflix in January of 
2020. The film’s logline: “In a locked down train station, a homicide detective conducts an interview 




(Sharf 2019c). This controversial citation spoke to the thorny and complicated discourses 
of legitimation that accompany the intertwining of auteurs, television, and prestige 
festivals, culminating in the reconfiguration of a television series as a film. 
 Michael Schneider, then a TV writer at IndieWire, speculated that Cannes’s 
inclusion of Twin Peaks: The Return and Top of the Lake: China Girl was also an 
assertion of its authority and a jab at a new, upstart local TV festival (Schneider 2017). In 
2017, the mayor of Cannes announced the creation of CANNESERIES,17 which would 
formally launch in the spring of 2018, a month before the 71st Festival de Cannes 
(Goodfellow 2017). The new festival would “take the same model” and use the same 
iconic screening venues as the film festival while maintaining no direct connection or 
relationship to it (Goodfellow 2017). The festival would run concurrently with the 
MipTV market, an annual expo for global TV producers and sellers held each spring 
(mirroring the film festival’s own Marché), and help to cultivate the international 
television marketplace while tapping the institutions and legacy of the iconic film 
festival. Though Schneider’s assertion that the film festival was piqued by the new 
festival may be accurate, CANNESERIES also provided an outlet for television in 
Cannes that allowed the film festival to continue to curate TV screenings with extreme 
selectivity. On the festival’s website in 2019, CANNESERIES even defined its mission 
within the discourse of more established film festivals, as if television was a new and 
exciting phenomenon, claiming that the festival would “aim to highlight series from all 
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over the world and to give an international voice to this increasingly popular and fiercely 
creative new art form” (CANNESERIES, n.d.).Of course, the “fiercely creative new art 
form” of episodic television was decades old, predating even the Festival de Cannes. By 
2020, the language had been softened, the festival defining its mission “to promote and 
highlight series from all over the world and become the voice of this modern, popular and 
ultra-creative art” (CANNESERIES, n.d.). 
 The festival launched in 2018 with a slate populated by high-profile international 
series and distributors. Netflix and Amazon both used the festival as a launchpad to 
premiere their European series in competition, leveraging the capital of the festival to 
create buzz for their upcoming projects (Sharf 2019a). Netflix’s inclusion was 
particularly notable, given its controversial presence (and subsequent lack thereof) at the 
film festival. But as IndieWire’s Ben Croll noted, high-quality international series were 
flooding the marketplace, underwritten by national film funds in a further sign of the 
deterioration of the film distribution market (Croll 2019). CANNESERIES could serve as 
an important curative voice to help discover and market these new series. Quality 
Television had become a global phenomenon with Netflix at the forefront.  
  
Netflix’s Original Series and Prestige Film Festivals 
 For Netflix, the use of film and television festivals to promote its original series 
was an immediate and canny strategy to gain a foothold in the increasingly crowded 
landscape of prestige television. In August of 2013, House of Cards star Kevin Spacey 




Shakespearean in scope and revolutionary in its creation and distribution (Tryon 2015). 
His statements were hyperbolic, but carried weight due to Spacey’s reputation at the 
time18 as a renowned, award-winning actor of film and theater who had chosen the series 
as his first foray into television, thus lending a patina of prestige to the project and 
Netflix. House of Cards established the platform as a legitimate competitor to HBO 
— which Sarandos identified as both Netflix’s content model, and primary competitor 
— and the other purveyors of Quality Television, mostly premium and basic cable 
channels (Sarandos 2015). Additionally, the platform was poised to launch a huge and 
diverse slate of television programs, and film festival premieres immediately signified 
which series it wanted to position as its Quality offerings. In 2015, Netflix premiered two 
of its series, Bloodline and the international-only original Better Call Saul,19 at that year’s 
Berlinale. Notably, the series premiered not within the new Berlinale Series sidebar, but 
as “Special Galas,” elevating the events within the festival by adding a “gala” atmosphere 
to the films’ red carpet and screenings and the concomitant press coverage of the 
premieres. Sarandos claimed, “The Berlinale selection is a great display of the variety 
and high quality of the original programming which distinguishes Netflix,” underscoring 
the curative role of the festival and its promotional value to the platform (Hayes 2015).  
 Crucially, this strategy had begun to expand not only to American-bred series, but 
to international originals. By 2016, as Netflix repositioned itself as a “global television 
                                                        
18 Spacey was fired from House of Cards and excised from its sixth and final season following several 
allegations against the actor of sexual and harassment and assault (Romano 2018).   
19 Though Better Call Saul is produced for cable channel AMC in the United States, Netflix owns the 
series’ international distribution rights and presented the series as a Netflix original at the 2015 




network,” it invested in programming that would both speak to local audiences and 
traverse cultural and language barriers to find popularity in its other markets (Lobato 
2019, 2). At Berlinale’s annual European Film Market in 2020, Netflix’s International 
Film VP David Kosse cited two German series, Dark and How To Sell Drugs Online 
(Fast), as global hits that also defied a “mainstream” label, directly tying them to the 
“arthouse” audience that Netflix was able to cultivate globally: “We’re looking for a 
really diverse array of shows and series because the behavior of our members is diverse. 
The number of people who like arthouse movies20 on a global level is significant” (Grater 
2020). International, non-English language films had long made up a significant part of 
the art film market, but global series had frequently been remade for American audiences; 
Showtime’s Homeland (Showtime, 2011–2020) had been adapted from an Israeli spy 
drama, Prisoners of War, and Netflix’s own House of Cards was a remake of a British 
political thriller transposed to Washington, DC (Hale 2012; Abele 2013). Netflix 
positioned its new global series, whose aesthetic and narrative features articulated them 
as Quality series, as the TV equivalent of foreign arthouse cinema, enabled by the 
platform to reach global audiences directly. It also further reinforced this connection by 
using festivals with a strong industrial and critical presence to launch them: the gritty, 
supernatural drama Dark screened at the 2017 Toronto International Film Festival, and 
the quirky teen drama How to Sell Drugs Online (Fast) premiered at the CANNESERIES 
                                                        
20 It should be mentioned that the term “arthouse movies” is, like that of film festivals, malleable and 
broadly encompassing of a diverse array of cinema (see, for example, Andrews’s (2010) examination 
of Neale and Bordwell’s theories of art cinema as an institution). Kosse’s use of it here is particularly 





festival in 2019 (Clarke and Otterson 2017; Sharf 2019a). 
 Furthermore, as noted in the previous chapter, Netflix began to invest in well-
known filmmakers to build its film brand, using the self-perpetuating cycle of prestigious 
festivals and their favored auteurs to build credibility for its own cinematic offerings. The 
opportunity for some filmmakers to experiment with their signature styles in episodic 
form furthered the idea of Netflix as a creative hub. When documentarian Errol Morris 
created the six-part series Wormwood for Netflix in 2017, it seemed the culmination of 
the hybrid form he had pioneered two decades earlier with The Thin Blue Line (1988), 
incorporating narrativization to explore the themes of “truth and memory” in ways that 
both augmented and challenged the documentary form (Desowitz 2018). Wormwood 
pushed this further, integrating dramatized sequences featuring well-known actors 
intercut with documentary footage and subject interviews. The series would screen in the 
fall of 2017 at Telluride and Venice, two of the network’s most elite festivals. In 
particular, Telluride had achieved a reputation as a small, exclusive festival by and for 
film lovers, a rare gem that had seemingly maintained a purity of purpose in its 
celebration of film (particularly in relation to its sprawling, ostentatious neighbor on the 
annual festival calendar, Toronto) (Turan 2002). The selection of Wormwood reinforced 
Morris’s reputation as a premier documentarian, while also giving Netflix artistic capital 
for cinephiles knowledgeable about the festival’s elite reputation. 
 Netflix’s cultivation of David Fincher as another of its signature auteurs provides 
a rich case study of the construction of television authorship, the platform’s cultivated 




festivals to perpetuate these narratives. Fincher had begun his career in music videos 
before becoming an acclaimed director best known for taut, atmospheric thrillers, 
including Se7en (1995), Fight Club (1999), Zodiac (2007) and Gone Girl (2014), 
receiving Oscar nominations for the dramas The Curious Case of Benjamin Button (2008) 
and The Social Network (2010). Though he was marketed as the visionary behind House 
of Cards, Fincher only directed the series’ first two episodes, serving as an executive 
producer alongside writer and showrunner Beau Willimon. Fincher’s reputation would 
also be leveraged to promote his next Netflix project, the drama Mindhunter (Netflix, 
2017–2019), on which he served as an executive producer alongside the series’ primary 
creator, writer Joe Penhall. Fincher directed seven of the series’ nineteen episodes, 
including its first two, which were screened at the 2017 New York Film Festival. In 2019, 
Fincher premiered his new series LOVE DEATH + ROBOTS, an animated sci-fi 
anthology series created with Deadpool (2016) director Tim Miller, at SXSW. The two 
filmmakers had long envisioned it is a film anthology series with studio distribution, but 
Miller claimed that Fincher eventually said, “Fuck the movie stuff, let’s just take it to 
Netflix, because they’ll let us do whatever we want” (Katz 2019). At the festival, Fincher 
effusively praised the creative possibilities offered by Netflix, including the opportunity 
to experiment with episode and season lengths (Katz 2019). Though critical to the series’ 
conception and development, Fincher did not write or direct any episodes. 
 Netflix’s deployment of Fincher and his auteur persona often elided his crucial 
co-creators like Willimon and Penhall. While Fincher established the aesthetic 




a stable of directors who would continue this vision, Willimon and Penhall served as the 
series’ showrunners,21 the hyphenates who, for all the auteurist trappings of Quality 
Television, still remained the creative architects of most television series (Abele 2013). 
This dichotomy in conceptions of authorship could be seen in the presentation of 
Mindhunter at the New York Film Festival. Though Penhall’s name and role were 
mentioned in the screening’s summary, it was officially presented as the work of its 
director, Fincher (New York Film Festival, n.d.). Ascribing authorship to a film’s director 
was a common practice of film festivals and reflected the notion of cinematic authorship, 
but in this case it omitted the creator who was not merely a key collaborator, but arguably 
its primary author.  
 Mindhunter’s screening at the New York Film Festival also underscored Fincher’s 
influence, and the specificity with which Netflix matched its series to festivals that could 
further a specific discourse around them. Like Telluride, a NYFF screening signaled a 
certain arthouse credibility. The festival was one of the oldest and most prestigious 
American festivals, created as a platform for global and experimental cinema (Hamid 
2009). Mindhunter received a patina of prestige purely by its selection, which was also a 
reflection of Fincher’s artistic reputation. LOVE DEATH + ROBOTS leveraged the 
quirky, geek-chic brand of SXSW to promote it as an experiment in form and genre, both 
to a receptive SXSW audience and through the ensuing publicity it achieved through the 
festival. Completely different in style, form and theme, Mindhunter and LOVE DEATH + 
                                                        
21 Willimon departed as the series’ showrunner after the fourth season, remaining an executive 




ROBOTS were each matched to a festival that would best serve to perpetuate a specific 
identity and thus target the appropriate audience, using their creator’s persona to 
underscore their worthiness for selection. 
 Netflix continues to use prestige film festivals to premiere its new series — giving 
certain projects the added critical and marketing boost of a festival premiere, even as it 
releases waves of new series — while also showing signs of abating this strategy. The 
platform premiered three series in the 2020 Berlinale Series sidebar, including new series 
by Oscar-winning director Damien Chazelle (The Eddy) and the recent acquisition 
Stateless, co-created by actress and producer Cate Blanchett (FIDEL: International 
Filmfestspiele Berlinale, n.d.) However, of the fourteen series originally slated for the 
2020 SXSW Episodic sidebar,22 none were Netflix series; the platform’s only scheduled 
events included a handful of documentary and feature premieres, and a preview panel on 
the upcoming series #blackAF23 with executive producers and stars Kenya Barris and 
Rashida Jones (Low 2020). Those competing in the Episodic sidebar included both 
established competitors — cable channels like TNT, TBS and Freeform; premium 
channels HBO, Starz and Showtime; and streamers Amazon and Hulu — as well as two 
series from a new streamer, AppleTV+ (Aziz 2020). New streaming platforms had 
latched onto the strategy of using film festivals to promote their flagship programs, as 
well as the burgeoning platforms themselves. WarnerMedia’s HBO Max premiered its 
international original Trigonometry, a co-production with the BBC, at the 2020 Berlinale 
                                                        
22 The 2020 SXSW Conference and Festival was canceled on March 6, 2020 due to the outbreak of the 
coronavirus (SXSW 2020).  





in advance of the platform’s debut, scheduled for May 2020 (Wiseman 2020a). Six 
months after Disney+ used the original series The Mandalorian (Disney+, 2019– ) to 
launch its platform, the series was set24 to open the 2020 CANNESERIES festival 
(Goodfellow 2020). Netflix did not have a series on the festival’s slate (Goodfellow 
2020). 
 
Conclusion: A TV Festival Network? 
In June of 2019, Variety Senior Editor Michael Schneider made an observation: 
while the film festival network served to identify and create buzz for potential Oscar 
contenders, there was no corresponding mechanism to help streamline the glut of prestige 
TV prior to that industry’s top honor, the Primetime Emmy Awards (Schneider 2019). 
Schneider shared one consultant’s opinion that television outlets should “aggressively 
hone in on traditionally film-focused festivals in winter and early spring,” while 
simultaneously noting that festivals like Sundance and SXSW “can’t quite figure out 
what to do with the small screen” (Schneider 2019). The statements managed to belie 
how entrenched television had already become at festivals like Sundance, Berlinale and 
SXSW, the first three premier events on the festival calendar, while simultaneously 
acknowledging that it was an imperfect marriage. While the festivals had embraced 
television out of necessity —acknowledging the artistry that permeated prestige 
television, and many of its auteurs — many of these prestigious festivals’ brands relied 
                                                        
24 The 2020 CANNESERIES festival was rescheduled to October following the cancellation of the 
concurrent MipTV marketplace due to the COVID-19 outbreak. As of this writing, it is unclear if 
schedule shift will force the festival to program a new slate, or if it will move forward with its 




on cultivated ideas of independence, and a certain wariness of mainstream industrial 
mechanisms. Though this conception of the festivals was often complicated by the 
industry’s presence at them, it also made them a poor fit for a full-scale occupation by the 
television industry.  
Schneider proposed an alternative: a television festival network dedicated to 
spotlighting exceptional series in the lead-up to the Emmy Awards. As Schneider noted, 
the month of June already featured a handful of TV-specific festivals such as the ATX 
Television Festival, Banff World Media Festival, Monte-Carlo TV Festival and 
SeriesFest, which could “easily expand their scope when it comes to being a part of the 
Emmy race,” providing a much-needed “superhighway” to the Emmy Awards (Schneider 
2019). Schneider’s description collapsed a dynamic and diverse series of events into a 
singular “superhighway,” ignoring the unique roles and functions each played in curating 
content by and for the television industry. Founded in 1961, Monte-Carlo was akin to the 
Cannes of television festivals, a glitzy festival based in a wealthy resort town that 
included a few select American series amidst a slate of global (though mostly European) 
television. The young SeriesFest in Denver, CO evoked an early Sundance, spotlighting 
unknown talent and hosting screenings, pitch events and master classes to introduce them 
to industry heavyweights. Austin’s ATX Television Festival — which, like SeriesFest, 
marked its annual editions as “seasons” — was an amalgam, combining events for rising 
creators with screenings and panels of well-known current series, as well as 
retrospectives of famous or cult shows. Like SeriesFest, ATX’s primary focus was the 




cultivated a relaxed, “TV Camp” atmosphere (ATX Television Festival, n.d.). Finally, the 
40-year old Banff was structured as a global marketplace and conference, holding classes, 
keynotes and sessions with industry executives, renowned creatives, and emerging 
episodic creators, but without the screenings or red carpets of a prototypical film or 
television festival. Several other events throughout the year — the annual bi-coastal 
editions of the PaleyFest; the Minneapolis-based Catalyst, supported by the Television 
Academy; and, of course, the newly-created CANNESERIES and Tribeca TV Festival, 
among others — would fall under the loose scope of television festivals, if imperfectly 
timed to influence the Emmy nomination and selection process. 
Schneider’s suggestion also inadvertently revealed the problems in conflating film 
and television discursively. Film festivals performed a unique role within the film 
industry, and the article posits that the television industry and its own distinct network of 
events should be reconfigured in its image, disregarding the ways in which the television 
festivals were designed to serve a separate and specific medium. The film festivals that 
had integrated television had discursively collapsed the distinctions between the two 
forms to justify their inclusion, labeling television as suddenly “cinematic”; Schneider 
argued that the festivals could be collapsed into a single function. The argument ignored 
both the diversity of the festivals themselves and the nuances between the industries they 
served. 
As Banks demonstrated, although the film and television industries often 
overlapped and coalesced, particularly in relation to labor, there were still fundamental 




conception of entertainment industry laborers as artists — was informed by industrial 
factors and conceptualized differently within film and television. Labor was also at the 
root of the migration of indie filmmakers to television, born of a collapsing indie 
distribution market and a rising need for pedigreed content creators who were promised 
both creative autonomy and an income. The filmmakers fit neatly into an industry that 
was hungry for content and had adopted the aesthetic and narrative markers of art cinema 
as a designation of quality — and suddenly, prestige film festivals were interested. 
Netflix’s strategic use of film festivals shows how festivals can serve as an effective 
platform for marketing new series, and how creators like David Fincher can be deployed 
to appeal to them. Although the film festivals became an outlet for exciting and 
innovative television content, they also subtly revealed the fissures between the film and 







Within twenty years, Netflix has profoundly influenced both the way that film and 
television content is consumed and the industry that produces and distributes it. The 
platform’s engagement with the film festival network underscores that Netflix has built 
its identity as a disruptor using established industrial brands, practices and infrastructures. 
A burgeoning Netflix first used Sundance to promote itself to the specific, highly-valued 
taste culture of indie film aficionados, which overlapped with its base of tech-savvy early 
adopters. As Netflix branched into streaming, it outgrew this narrow demographic, 
shifting to the episodic content that was more readily available for licensing and more 
popular with subscribers. This evolution dovetailed with a new tide of Quality Television, 
which leveraged the aesthetic and narrative characteristics of indie and arthouse cinema 
— and, as the indie film market destabilized, its auteurs — to establish a prestige 
imprimatur for premium and basic cable outlets. Netflix adopted this strategy, 
repositioning itself as a purveyor of prestige television with its acclaimed series House of 
Cards and Orange Is the New Black. The platform’s decision to add prestige cinema to its 
purview brought it back to Sundance and placed it on a collision course with Cannes and 
Venice, which revealed the limitations both of Netflix’s attempt to cultivate its credibility 
as a major film studio, and to seamlessly extend its brand worldwide. But the festivals 
could not remain static and impervious to the industry’s transitions, as the integration of 
television into these exclusive sites reflects. Netflix’s arrival at these premier festivals 
revealed fissures in the discourses of both: the festivals are not wholly divorced from 




time-honored festivals to promote itself as “the future of cinema.” Each forces the other 
to adjust, with industrial implications that extend beyond Netflix and the film festival 
network’s best-known events. 
 Furthermore, the recent outbreak of COVID-19 underscores how fragile many of 
these industrial ecosystems are and how swiftly they can be transformed by external 
factors. As of this writing, entire populations are ordered to isolate at home; like so many 
other industries, the film and television industry finds itself at a standstill, facing financial 
losses that for many entities will likely prove insurmountable. Unsurprisingly, Netflix 
viewership has spiked (alongside its stock prices), leading Variety reporter Todd Spangler 
to observe that “Netflix will be one of the few entertainment companies to see gains amid 
the pandemic” (Spangler 2020a). Additionally, as the lockdown commenced, the website 
HighSpeedInternet.com released the results of a survey that underscored Netflix’s 
primacy as streaming platforms proliferated. Surveying 500 streaming customers in early 
2020, the website found that Netflix was the preferred streaming platform of nearly half 
(47%), well ahead of rivals Amazon Prime Video (14%), Hulu (13.6%), and Disney+ 
(13%)25 (Wheelwright 2020). 75% of respondents claimed that the platform’s content 
selection was the main reason for their preference, reflecting the popularity of Netflix’s 
huge stable of original programming (underscored by the release of Netflix’s original 
docuseries Tiger King: Murder, Mayhem and Madness on March 20, 2020, which 
became an immediate online phenomenon) (Wheelwright 2020). On March 22, Sarandos 
                                                        
25 Among the recent and imminent entrants into the streaming market are the portal Quibi, which 
launched on April 6, 2020; NBCUniversal’s Peacock, rolling out in April of 2020; and 




acknowledged that Netflix’s viewership was rising, and again framed the platform not 
just as a product, but as an altruistic service: “As Governor [Andrew] Cuomo said so 
beautifully, the best thing you can do is stay at home and we are trying hard to help” 
(Goldsmith 2020). The platform’s success serves as a counterpoint to the movie theaters 
whose survival seems increasingly precarious. The financial losses incurred by the 
shutdown threaten not just small, independent theaters, but giant chains like AMC 
Theatres, which allegedly teeters on the brink of bankruptcy (D’Alessandro and 
Goldsmith 2020).26 
 The long-term viability of movie theaters will deeply impact film festivals, which 
rely on both theater chains and independent theaters to host them. The first major festival 
impacted by the pandemic was SXSW, which was forced to cancel its 2020 edition on 
March 6, just one week before the festival’s scheduled opening day. On March 7, it was 
revealed that the festival’s insurance policy did not include pandemic coverage, leaving 
SXSW responsible for huge financial deficits (Variety 2020). Three days later, the 
festival announced that it was “in the unimaginable position of reducing our workforce,” 
laying off fifty employees (roughly one-third of the organization’s staff) (Sharf 2020). 
SXSW also refused to refund badge or ticketholders, though it did offer to defer badges 
to the 2021 SXSW festival — a festival that SXSW CEO Roland Swenson claimed 
would remain on the schedule as planned, though “how we’re going to do that I’m not 
entirely sure” (Sharf 2020). SXSW’s struggles are an ominous portent for the thousands 
                                                        
26 As D’Alessandro and Goldsmith explain, a Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing might allow AMC 
Theatres to reorganize and remain open, suggesting that the chain is not as imminently endangered as 




of audience festivals without its profile, sponsor base and infrastructure. 
 The top festivals who were next on the calendar quickly followed SXSW’s lead, 
postponing or canceling their 2020 editions. By March 12, Tribeca had announced that it 
would not be holding its festival in mid-April as planned, but would consider ways to 
hold the festival at another time (Lattanzio 2020). Cannes first announced a 
postponement from early May to late June, then indefinitely; on April 14, France 
extended its ban on festivals and large gatherings until mid-July. Cannes’s leadership 
acknowledged that a 2020 edition was now unlikely but that they would continue to 
search for a solution, noting “we have started many discussions with professionals, in 
France and abroad…they agree that the Festival de Cannes, an essential pillar for the film 
industry, must explore all contingencies allowing to support the year of Cinema by 
making Cannes 2020 real, in a way or another” (Keslassy 2020a). On April 15, Frémaux 
remarked that he and Barbera had discussed the eyebrow-raising possibility of a Cannes-
Venice alliance, or a partnership with another fall-based festival (Keslassy 2020b). 
Producers and sales agents scrambled to compensate for the absence of the Marché, 
which quickly announced an online iteration scheduled for late June; several US-based 
talent agencies also revealed plans to partner with independent film companies to host 
their own online market, to run concurrent with the virtual Marché (Wiseman 2020b). 
Two “A-list” festivals scheduled for the fall, San Sebastian and Zurich, announced a new, 
joint market underwritten by CAA’s Media Financing arm. Films selected for SXSW and 
Tribeca are invited to participate in the new market in September (Galuppo 2020b). 




filmmakers the opportunity to participate in a 10-day online festival launching on April 
27, 2020. The online SXSW will be publicly accessible to all interested viewers (not just 
Amazon Prime subscribers), and the platform offered to pay each filmmaker who 
accepted the offer a screening fee (Siegel 2020b). Several others festivals have similarly 
explored virtual editions, including Tribeca (Erbland 2020). Notably, Cannes has shown 
reluctance to hold a virtual version of its festival, despite the quick adoption of an online 
Marché, and Venice — at the time of this writing, still scheduled to be held September 2–
12, 2020 — has also dismissed the idea of a streaming festival (Vivarelli 2020). Frémaux 
stated, “(For) Cannes, its soul, its history, its efficiency, it’s a model that wouldn’t work. 
What is a digital festival? A digital competition? We should start by asking rights holders 
if they agree” (Aftab 2020). One sales agent did, claiming that while they were willing to 
proceed with online festival screenings for “smaller festivals that are audience-
orientated,…we would never do it for a premiere festival” like Cannes (Aftab 2020). 
Both festivals were later announced as part of a Tribeca-led initiative hosted by 
YouTube: “We Are One: A Global Festival,” featuring ad-free, curated selections from 
Cannes, Venice, Sundance, Toronto, Tribeca and 15 other top global festivals. Running 
from May 29, 2020 to June 7, 2020, the festival had not yet announced its lineup as of 
this writing, leaving it unclear if the curated films will be selections from scheduled 2020 
editions, films from past festivals, or a mix of the two (Spangler 2020b).  
 Filmmakers are also wary as they grapple with the decision to accept a virtual 
premiere and its implications for the procurement of commercial distribution or 




online version of the Swiss festival Visions du Réel, noting, “I spoke to many 
programmers and professionals, and little by little, I understood we are all in the same 
situation and times are so uncertain that if I decided to say ‘no,’ I wouldn’t know what 
would happen next with the film” (Aftab 2020). Alex Winter declined to move his 
documentary Zappa, scheduled to premiere at SXSW, to its online iteration: “Our main 
concern was sales. Being online with these festivals would be the equivalent of a 
streaming distribution deal” (Aftab 2020).  
 Films like Zappa will now compete for a fall festival premiere with a glut of other 
films whose timetables have shifted. As critic and awards columnist Pete Hammond 
claimed in Deadline, the “dominoes” of the spring festival cancellations and 
postponements leaves the fall docket of film festivals — and the awards for which they 
serve as a pipeline — in uncertain territory. Although many fall festivals like Venice, 
Toronto and Telluride are still slated to occur, an extension of government-mandated 
lockdowns and distancing guidelines could force them to reconsider their events; if they 
are able to hold their festivals, they will face a logjam of films previously destined for 
Cannes, SXSW and Tribeca, in addition to those that long planned to debut in the fall to 
best position themselves for awards contention (Hammond 2020). To accommodate 
potential disruptions, the HFPA27 announced changes to its eligibility rules for the 
Golden Globe Awards, relaxing the requirement to hold third-party screenings for HFPA 
membership and allowing films that planned a theatrical distribution to compete, even if 
                                                        
27 The Golden Globes are presented by the Hollywood Foreign Press Association (HFPA), a non-
profit organization whose membership is comprised of approximately 90 international journalists and 




that distribution was abandoned in favor of a streaming or on-demand release (Malkin 
2020). The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS) established similar 
tweaks to its eligibility guidelines for the 2021 Academy Awards (Nolfi 2020).   
 Ultimately, the COVID-19 outbreak has underscored that so many of the 
discourses that have been weaponized against Netflix are both constructed and 
precarious. Many of the studio films slated for theatrical releases in the spring and 
summer of 2020 have been shifted to streaming platforms or VOD releases, suggesting 
that those who maintained the sanctity of the theatrical experience and the illegitimacy of 
films released outside the theatrical model were justifiably flexible once the studios’ own 
films and profits were threatened. The willingness of the HFPA and AMPAS to 
accommodate these changes further shows that rules and traditions are malleable when 
legacy organizations, and not just interlopers, are affected. However, it must be noted that 
several films (such as the upcoming James Bond sequel No Time to Die) were merely 
postponed from spring or summer releases to the fall, winter or to 2021 in the hope that 
the theatrical model will quickly rebound, and with the enduring belief that certain films 
are best experienced communally and on the big screen (Lang 2020). Film festivals must 
similarly decide if they will embrace a virtual, streaming model,28 weighing their own 
short-term survival against the enduring impact of such a momentous shift to the 
paradigm of the film festival itself. 
                                                        
28 Online film festivals predate the COVID-19 outbreak (for example, see Bakker 2015), and many 
prominent film festivals like Sundance have incorporated online sidebars or “virtual festivals” meant 
to provide access to some festival selections and events to those unable to attend the festivals 
themselves. Crucially, these online editions were fragments intended to augment the primary festival 
by providing a small sampling of its offerings, rather than to completely recreate the experience of the 




   It is impossible to predict what will be gained or lost in the aftermath of this 
pandemic, and how its effects will continue to ripple throughout the film and television 
industry. The industry is both ripe for disruption and resilient, as underscored by the rapid 
and revolutionary rise of Netflix and its rival streaming platforms, and many of the 
innovations that preceded them — from digital production and exhibition techniques, to 
cable television, to VCRs and the home media market, to the introduction of sound. 
Throughout this long history, film festivals have developed and proliferated, serving as 
celebrations of media artistry and showcases for the past and future of media content. 
Though little seems certain, it must be hoped that some form of the film festival paradigm 
survives to fulfill the vital mission outlined by Bazin and illustrate where the art and 
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